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Waveof innovation in thewake of Covid-19
Covid-19 sent capitalmarkets intoa
tailspinworldwide.

But it alsoprovokedanewwaveof
innovation inNewZealand.

Thepandemicprovidedan
unexpectedboost to theNewZealand
stockexchange— theNZX—asKiwi
companies tapped themarket for new
equity tokeepbalance sheets in shape
at a timewhen revenueswere severely
impacted in somesectors.

TheHerald’s2021Capital Markets
report explores the future forNew
Zealandcapitalmarkets at a timewhen
the rollout of global vaccines and
sizeableUS stimulus suggests an
optimistic future.

Internationally, trendswere

exacerbated. AsTim McCreadywrites,
they included thepush toagreenand
ethical recovery; increasedadoptionof
technologyand the riseof
unpredictable retail investors.

Michael Pollardadds theCovid
crisis createdacatalyst for general
reflection, future-proofingand
transformation. But saysSilvana
Schenone, consumers, employees, and
investors aredemandingmore.

The threatenedwaveof insolvencies
and liquidationsdidnot arrive.
Confidence—whilebumpyat times—
was retainedwith the considerable aid
of FinanceMinisterGrant Robertson’s
multibilliondollar 2020CovidBudget.

TheNZXand theASXeach secured

a fine runof IPOs. InNewZealand,Kiwi
retail investors—withmore timeon
their handsworking fromhome—also
discovered the international share
market by investing through
companies suchasSharesies.

There’smoregoodnewswith
KiwiSaver changesprovidinga faster
onramp tocapitalmarkets.

At apolitical level, formermerchant
bankerAndrew Bayly reveals
National’s (his) thinkingabout capital
markets. Act’sDavid Seymour
laments increasingcentralisationof
Governmentpower inmarketmatters.
TheNZ Initiative’sOliver Hartwich
says theReserveBank is coming full
circle from the timewhen its

independent stancemade it the toast
of central banksworldwide.

Independent economistCameron
BagrieandTripleTConsulting’sSean
Keaneweigh inon the recentBudget
and themanagementofNZ’sCoviddebt
monster.Andrea Fox talkswith
Fonterra’sPeter McBrideabout the
proposedcapital restructure.

There’smorebesides fromplayers at
the forefrontof “mumanddad”
investing; venture capital andprivate
equity. In this environment thereare
alsonewchallenges for company
directors.

Climate changedisclosure is amajor
issue. And theongoingMainzeal case
alsoprovides lessons.
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A Silver Lake silver lining?
NZX, potential investors spurred to back NZ Inc solution for All Blacks

New Zealand
Rugby proposed
selling 12.5 per
cent of a new
commercial
business to
private equity
giant Silver Lake
for $387.5
million.

It’s a bit innovative. But
for something with a

brand as strong as the All
Blacks, I think that would

gowell.
Mark Peterson, NZX

A
n “NZ Inc” solution to pro-
viding the All Blacks with
essential capital is finding
favour with the NZX and

potential investors alike.
“The All Blacks are unique. They’re

one of the world’s biggest brands and
certainly one of the biggest brands in
sport, and incredibly important to
New Zealand,” says NZX CEO Mark
Peterson.

“From an investor perspective, I
think it would see a lot of interest.”

The “NZ Inc” alternative to New
Zealand Rugby’s proposal to sell 12.5
per cent of a new commercial busi-
ness to private equity giant Silver
Lake for $387.5 million has come late
in the piece. New Zealand rugby was
hammered by Covid-19. Silver Lake
began its discussions with NZ Rugby
even before Finance Minister Grant
Robertson announced financial
assistance to New Zealand’s prime
sporting codes in mid-May 2020.

Forsyth Barr has instead proposed
a partial flotation of NZ Rugby’s com-
mercial business on the NZX. “The
feedback from our clients, from other
NZX firms, from overseas, from
people in the rugby community, are
all saying ‘fantastic, what can we do
to help, we’d love to see this happen’,”
Forsyth Barr’s managing director Neil
Paviour-Smith told the Herald.

The Forsyth Barr proposal —
mandated by the NZ Rugby Players

Association — would see $170 million
-$190m raised by a special purpose
company which would own 5 per
cent of NZ Rugby’s commercial busi-
ness.

Peterson contends the Forsyth
Barr team would have made pretty
sure there was strong investor inter-
est before going public. “It would be
a really interesting thing just to line
the two proposals up side by side.
Look at the ‘pros and cons’ of each,
because you know that New Zealand
is really, probably going to support an
investment proposition around that.

“So, from a market point of view,
we’ve been enthusiastic, very enthu-
siastic,

“It’s a bit innovative. But for some-
thing with a brand as strong as the

All Blacks, I think that would go well.”
Having a strongbrand—andstrong

investor support — was also critical
when it came to stressed New Zea-
land companies seeking more capital
in thewake of the Covid-19 pandemic
shock which impacted heavily on
many businesses.

Says Peterson: “As we saw in the
first half of 2020, when businesses
had performed well, they had good,
strong and trusted relationships with
their shareholders.

“When they needed support, the
support came.”

Peterson says the NZX has now
made it simpler for companies to list
by the direct listing road.

“That is averyefficientmechanism
for raising capital. Of the nine com-
panies that came to market last year,
and the three that have come this
year, that’s beena reasonablypopular
avenue.”

Peterson acknowledges the mar-
ket response to the Covid-19 pan-
demic has played a massive role in
lifting liquidity on the NZ exchange.
But he underscores there were quite
positive signs back in 2019 that the
NZXwas starting to getmoremomen-
tum. “We never thought it would
come at us as fast as it did, but
certainly we felt like we were on the
right track. And actually, in the
second half of last year and then
when you look at the stats rolling into
this year, you know, we’re averaging
over $220 million a day. You don’t
need to look too far in the rearview
mirror to see $120 million a day.”

200 wealthy investors
Peterson supports the Labour Gov-
ernment’s intention to open the door
to some 200 wealthy foreign in-
vestors to come to New Zealand and
kick the tyres on potential invest-
ments. “They could be a very valu-
able piece of the puzzle,” he says.

“We’ve got to get these businesses
up and strong and generally you do
that in a private capacity first.

“And if those folk can come inwith
the resources to assist with that and
to open up connections, that’s just
going to be a good thing.”

Peterson says New Zealand just
needs to make sure that all the
rewardsdon’t float offshoreand some
of the rewards are captured at home.

Capital
Markets
Fran
O’Sullivan
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Megatrends shaping themarkets
Since the pandemic began there has been
a stronger focus on social responsibility,
retail investing and digital adoption

US President Joe Biden pledged to cut US greenhouse gas emissions in half by 2030.

L iving through a global pan-
demic has seen existing
trends in capital markets ac-
celerated.

When considering the global
megatrends in capital markets over
the past year, few new trends have
emerged.

Many of the key trends that were
gaining traction prior to or during the
pandemic have dramatically acceler-
ated into 2021.

Here is a look at some of the most
interesting ones:

A green and ethical recovery
One of the big trends remains the
push towards socially responsible
investing.

This gainedmomentumduring the
pandemic as Covid-19 highlighted
how connected humans and society
are to each other and to the world
around them. Many leading invest-
ment firms now consider ESG (en-
vironmental, social and governance)
performance important to consider
alongside traditional financial metr-
ics as a fundamental way of creating
value and mitigating risk.

Last year, a study from Morgan
Stanley’s Institute for Sustainable
Investing showed that US sustainable
investment funds focused on ESG
factors outperformed traditional
funds and reduced investment risk
during the pandemic.

Morningstar data shows global
sustainable fund assets grew 18 per
cent in the first quarter of 2021
compared to the previous quarter to
almost $2 trillion, supported by strong
inflows from Europe.

Further bolstering this trend is the
increased attention combatting clim-
ate change is being given by govern-
ments around the world. Take for
instance the United States, where last
month President Joe Biden pledged
to cut US greenhouse gas emissions

in half by 2030 — more than double
the commitment made under the
2015 Paris Climate Agreement by the
Obama Administration. He has also
begun rolling back some of President
Trump’s initiatives that side-linedESG
investment.

This shift is bringing with it dram-
atic change in many areas that will
continue to shape investment ac-
tivity — with many attractive oppor-
tunities in energy, transport, agricul-
ture, and infrastructure. Earlier this

month, Bill Gates-led fund Break-
through Energy Ventures invested in
Ecocem Materials, an Ireland-based
firm developing low-carbon cement
— a material that currently contri-
butes some 8 per cent of global
carbon pollution. Investors are
expecting to see the number of at-
tractive opportunities to become
more and more frequent.

The events of last year have also
heightened the awareness of inequal-
ity — women, minority populations

and those on lower wages were most
impacted by the pandemic. There is
a growing demand to understand
how businesses operate, treat em-
ployees and customers, and whether
they are engaged ethically with their
global supply chains.

Boards and management will be
increasingly required to address
questions from investors and cus-
tomers about social purpose, inequal-
ity, diversity, pay ratios andexecutive
remuneration.

Technology adoption set to
continue
One of the most omnipresent trends
over the past year has been the leap
forward in the digitisation of the
economy. The lockdowns, social
distancing, and the inability to travel
and shop in traditional ways have
acted as catalysts for the digital adop-
tion by businesses and customers.

Capital markets are no exception.
The same broad trends are acceler-
ating a push towards digital as well
as a newwave of innovation at a pace
that was previously only seen in
consumer-facing financial services.

While most trading technology
architectures remain cumbersome, a
recent report by theWorld Economic
Forum suggests distributed ledger
technology (DLT) — of which
blockchain is the most well-known
example — is reaching an inflection
point. They say it has the potential
to reshape capital markets by simpli-
fying operations for leading players
and expanding access to markets for
small businesses and retail investors.

The use of DLT is growing in
acceptability, due to growing insti-
tutional and regulatory comfort with
the technology, the potential for cen-
tral bank digital currencies in several
jurisdictions, and commercial dy-
namics including cost pressures and
client service expectations.

As an example, the UK Chancellor
Rishi Sunak last month set out pro-
posals to enhance the UK’s competi-
tive advantage in fintech — from
regulatory support and reforms to
help firms grow, to the establishment
of a Central Bank Digital Currency
(CBDC) taskforce to coordinate the
exploration of a potential UK CBDC.

“If we can capture the extra-
ordinary potential of technology,
we’ll cement the UK’s position as the
world’s pre-eminent financial centre,”
he said.

In more practical ways, techno-
logy adoption across the industry
saw acceptability in the industry for
remote and flexible working.

Regulators have had to support
this and adapt to ensure money
laundering, anti-fraud, data privacy
and conduct regulations continue to
be equivalent whether working from
the office or working from home.

But there are still concerns around
market abuse and cybersecurity that
come with remote working, and
whether this trend will persevere
long-term following the relaxation of
lockdowns around theworld remains
to be seen.

New Zealand demonstrated that
the lack of personal contact after so
long working remotely, along with
Zoom fatigue, saw most working in
capital markets return to the office.

However, the inability to entirely
wind back the new remote working
culture has made flexible working a
likely requirement for capital mark-
ets of the future.

Capital
Markets
Tim
McCready
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Ten-year-old Jaydyn Carr made more than $3000 from GameStop shares.

Rise of unpredictable retail
investors
Thepast year sawasurge inamateur
investors engagedwith the stock
market. During the level four
lockdown, for the first timeever,
amateur investorsweremoreactive
thanprofessional investors inNew
Zealand.

Services like Sharesies andHatch
havecreatedaccessibleplatforms for
retail investors to engage in share
tradingwithout needing togo
through traditional fundmanagers.
Their rapidgrowth in interest has
beenattributed to thepandemic
keepingpeople idle at home, low
interest rates limiting savings returns
andmanypeoplebeing shutoutof
thepropertymarket.

But recentmonthshave seen
another factor come intoplay— the
riseof socialmedia-driven traders.
Themostwell-knownexample is

videogame retailerGameStopCorp,
whereamateur investorsworked
together todrive its stockpriceup
1500per centover twoweeks to take
onWall Street investorswhohad
bettedagainst it. Thiswasn’t aone-
off,withother stocks including
BlackBerryandNokia targeted.

These investors areunpredictable
andbullish andhave rattled sophisti-
catedprofessional investors. As a
result, the chair of theUSSecurities
andExchangeCommission,Gary
Gensler, is consideringnewrules for
apps that “gamify” tradinganduse
visual graphics to rewardan
investor’s decision to trade.

“TheSECmust remainattuned to
rapidly-changing technologieswith
aneye to fresheningupour rules,”
saysGensler. “Ifwedon’t address this
now, the investingpublic, those
saving for retirement, andeducation,
mayshoulder theburden later.”

Sharing Kiwi ingenuity with the world
Mark Peart

Whether you measure a country’s
technological prowess by its research
and development budget, percentage
of foreign venture capital dollars,
start-ups per capita, or global market
share in tech-heavy areas such as
cyber security, Israel generally shows
up at the top of the lists. Arrays of
innovative start-ups attract a lot of
attention. This leads to Israeli com-
panies often merging or becoming
acquired by larger multinationals.

But some choose an international
IPO, often on a large exchange. The
Nasdaq’s orientation toward tech
companies makes it compelling for
Israeli companies to list there.

With 79 companies and a comb-
ined market capital of $US88 billion,
Israel represents the only Middle

Eastern country listed on Nasdaq. In
short, Israel is a powerhouse country
for the exchange.

NZ-founded company Allbirds is
set to followRocket Lab as the second
company founded by a Kiwi to line
up amultibillion-dollar Nasdaq listing
this year. The manufacturer of foot-
wear made from New Zealand mer-
ino wool and recycled materials was
founded in 2006 by ex-All Whites
captain Tim Brown and Joey
Zwillinger, a renewables engineer
Brown met in San Francisco, where
the company is now based.

Allbirds, which sells more than 1
million pairs of shoes a year, is
reportedly interviewing banks ahead
of a possible IPO, while the shoe
company’s online sales success dur-
ing the pandemic has attracted calls
from SPAC (special purpose acqui-

sition companies) that are now driv-
ing many public listings.

Rocket Lab announced in Febru-
ary that it planned to list on the
exchange with a valuation of US$4.1b
(NZ$5.7b) through a merger with a
shell company, Vector Acquisition,
set up for the purpose.

New Zealand, for what tradition-
ally is considered to be a utility-based
market, has some exciting growth
opportunities in the tech sector, ac-
cording to Craig Investment Partners
senior adviser Peter McIntyre.

“It’s interesting that you talk about
Israel, because probably a decade
ago, the NZXwas really looking at the
Israeli market with their tech-savvy
stocks. The ASX pretty much has got
in there as well. But Rocket Lab and
Allbirds have global brands and
awareness, and when you have glo-

bal awareness, and brand power,
those two things are key attributes for
listing on the American market.”

Benefits from these high-profile
listings include increased analyst
coverage of their stock performance
and access to a larger pool of in-
vestors with large appetites for risk.

McIntyre says companies likeXero
who move to primary listings on
other exchanges from the NZX, do so
because the access to capital is
greater, there’s a greater range of fund
managers, and consequently, a
greater amount of investors prepared
to take risks.

New Zealand companies that are
listing on the Nasdaq or contemplat-
ing such a move can look forward to
analystsworkingwith fundmanagers
or broking houses to push out re-
search to their clients, so, again it goes

out to a “greater universe”.
Most NZ tech companies start off

with three or four people, but in time
grow to where they are valued at $50
million to $100m, and theyare attract-
ive buys to a larger concern.

Dunedin-based cloud software
firm Timely provides a cloud soft-
ware service to help businesses like
hairdressers and beauty salons man-
age appointments. It’s been sold (sub-
ject to Overseas Investment Office
approval) to US technology firm
EverCommerce formore than$100m.

In New Zealand, McIntyre thinks
the mindset among some NZ tech
companies that their payday comes
once they are bought out is subtly
changing, as they become more glo-
bal and inclined to become “a little
more world-conquering” and start
listing in their own right.
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When the tap is turned off
Will the economy get back to normal after the Covid pandemic, or will some things be changed forever?

The big debate that
is playing out nearly

everywhere is
whether the burst of

inflationwe are
seeing is going to be
more sustained or is

it going to be
temporary.

ASB economist Mike Jones

G overnments and central
banks have thrown the kit-
chen sink at their econom-
ies to try and offset the

impact of Covid-19.
Better make that the kitchen sink,

the entire kitchen, and half the house.
Fitch Ratings estimates that Gov-

ernment debt around the world will
continue rising, reaching a forecast
US$95 trillion next year, as policy-
makers remain focused on respond-
ing to the economic consequences of
the Covid-19 pandemic and its after-
math.

It’s the kind of monetary and fiscal
policy normally reserved forwartime
and, for many, it seems to have
worked.

Growth is back on track and infla-
tion also looks to be on its way.

In New Zealand’s case, parts of the
economy — particularly construction
— look to be overheating.

Miraculously, unemployment pea-
ked just at 5.2 per cent in response
to the pandemic, a far cry from the
initial double-digit projections.

It’s been a similar story around the
world; a sharp contraction, followed
by an almost equally as sharp bounce
back. Measures that not so long ago
would have been unthinkable —
money printing — seem to have
worked.

For the moment, normality in the
capital markets looks to be someway
off.

But what happens when the
money taps are turned off?

What will the inflation response to
unparalleled levels of fiscal andmon-
etary stimulus be?

And how long will the inevitable
inflation burst last.

These are the burning questions
facing the capital markets.

Fitch believes there are risks in
assuming the low current interest
rate environment will be sustained
indefinitely, especially if government
debt continues to rise.

“Historical episodes of govern-
ment debt reduction in developed
markets are instead characterised by
more mixed relationships between
interest rates and economic growth,”
Fitch said.

“More importantly, the shared ex-
perience of almost all debt-reduction
episodes is that governments run
primary surpluses.”

In Fitch’s view, the future will be
much like the past in this regard, and
government debt reduction will
eventually require fiscal adjustments.

What does normal look like?
ANZ markets strategist David Croy
says the start of a normal scenario
will be when the Reserve Bank, and
other central banks, stop printing
money via their quantitative easing
programmes.

When that happens, he says mon-
etary policy will go back to relying
primarily on the official cash rate —
with plenty of room to move policy
in both directions. This could take a
while, he says.

“We are expecting the Reserve
Bank to start lifting rates in the second
half of next year, but for them to get
the cash rate to a point where they
are comfortable that they have got
flexibility in both directions — per-
haps that’s 2.0 or 2.5 per cent.

“At this point, we expect the cash
rate to get to 1.25 per cent by the end
of 2023.

But even 1.25 per cent, up from the
current 0.25 per cent, will still be very

low. At 1.25 per cent, that does give
them downside flexibility but it’s not
significant — not by any stretch.”

Croy says a return to normal trans-
mission for the financial markets is
still some years away.

“We have got to get the cash rate
back up to a level where it can
genuinely go in either direction.”

The New Zealand Government’s
finances will be less of an issue but
globally, getting government books
back to something more sustainable,
with less reliance on printed money,
will be a challenge.

“The legacy of that just can’t be left
to roll off as the bonds that they have
bought come due.

“That process will have to be
managed and that can take decades
and, of course, there is always the risk
of another crisis in the meantime.

“The amount of debt that has been
built updomestically andglobally has
been significant,” Croy says.

“It makes the whole world econ-
omy much more sensitive to higher
interest rates.”

Taper Tantrum
When it comes to taking away the
monetary punchbowl, uppermost in
central bankers’ minds will be the

now-famous 2013 “taper tantrum” in
the US.

The phrase describes the 2013
surge in US Treasury yields, resulting
from the Federal Reserve’s an-
nouncement of future tapering of its
policy of quantitative easing — reduc-
ing the amount of money it was
feeding into the economy.

The Fed’s move saw bond yields
spike higher — running counter to the
their moves to keep them low — then
recovered

Inflation surge widely expected
An inflation surge is widely expected
as the world recovers from Covid-19
and supply chain constraints con-
tinue to bite.

The question is how long will
higher inflation last?

The consensus at the moment is
that it will be transitory.

However, there is a risk that higher
levels of inflationmay last longer than
policy makers think.

So what will it take for economies
and markets to get back to normal?

ASB economist Mike Jones says in
some ways we will not get back to
the pre-Covid days.

“Certain parts of the economy will
remain forever changed,” he says.

“Vaccination is going to be the big
leap forward in terms re-opening, and
hence economic normality.

“Immigration, for example does,
not look like it’s going to return to
anything like what it was pre-Covid.”

He says aspects of the Tourism
industry will not return to anything
like pre-Covid levels.

“But there are parts of the econ-
omy that are already more or less
back to where they were — such as
the construction and housingmarket,
and parts of the manufacturing sec-
tor.

“The helicopter view is that it will
be a much more divergent, patch-
work economy thanwherewewere.”

What needs to happen before
markets can go back to normal?

“The big debate that is playing out
nearly everywhere is whether the
burst of inflation we are seeing is
going to be more sustained or is it
going to be temporary,” Jones said.

“The answer to that will dictate
when we see conditions start to nor-
malise.

“We think (NewZealand) quantitat-
ive easing will be wound up some
time in the first half of next year and
then the withdrawal of interest rate
stimulus will follow.

“But interest rates are going to
remain below historical averages for
some time,” he said.

In the inflation debate, central
banks are betting that a big lift in
inflation won’t last.

Conversely, markets are worried
that inflation is going to be more
sustained, for longer.

“We are somewhere in themiddle,”
Jones says.

“Yes, the supply chain and com-
modity prices that we are seeing will
probably prove to be temporary, but
there is going to be a more sustained
element aswell, if you think thatwage
inflation must increase from here —
as we do.”

The inflation genie
Jones said there does not appear to
be any concern that that inflation
genie — which bedevilled economies
in the 1970s and 80s — would be let
out of the bottle.

“I don’t think that there is concern
about hyperinflation, or that things
will really run away.

“If anything, the bigger concern is
that the burst of inflation that we are
seeing is a bit of a false dawn, and
that we head back to very low levels
if inflation that we have become used
to in the past five to 10 years. That’s
the higher concern.

“A lot of the drivers of that low
inflation past are still around —
whether it be globalisation, auto-
mation or low productivity growth.

“Those factors have not gone
away.

“That’s why you still have a lot of
people in that transitory inflation
camp.

“Central banks want to be sure the
recoveries are going to be sustained
before they remove the punchbowl.

“The lessons of the 2013/14 taper
tantrumhavebeen learned, and that’s
a good thing.

“The premature whipping away of
the punchbowl is a real concern for
central banks and that’s whywe have
seen policymakers in the US stick to
the ‘patience’ line so assertively.

“If the punchbowl gets removed
because growth is accelerating and
inflation is getting back to normal,
then the market will be able to cope
with that.”

Jones says the extraordinary
event of the last year or so is that the
monetary and fiscal medicine has
worked well.

The events of the last year have
seen unprecedented intervention.

As Jones sees it, so too will be its
unwinding.

Capital
Markets
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‘Wave of insolvencies’ averted
They feared theworst, but insolvency experts spentmore time advising directors rather than handling
liquidation applications in thewake of the Covid-19 pandemic, writesGraham Skellern

If we are to see an
increase in insolvencies,

then it could occur
through a downturn in

the propertymarket
operating in tandemwith

the effects of Covid.
Michael Harper

continued on B7

W hen the Covid-19 lock-
down occurred in
March of last year, ins-
olvency practitioners

braced themselves for a wave of
receiverships and liquidations. It
didn’t happened

In fact, the number of insolvencies
for the year ending June is expected
to drop by 40 per cent both here and
in Australia, according to Michael
Harper, a partner with Chapman
Tripp specialising in finance, re-
structuring and insolvency.

There were 228 administered
liquidations in New Zealand between
July last year and April this year
compared with 299 for the same
period in 2019-20.

In June last year liquidator, receiv-
ership or voluntary administration
appointments reached 120, bringing
the year’s total to 795. But the
appointments were 150 or 23 per cent
lower than in June 2019 and 188 or
54 per cent lower in June 2018.

However, more businesses have
been voluntarily removing them-
selves from the Companies Register
by choosing topay their creditors and
winding themselves up. Voluntary
removals last year were up 32 per
cent on 2019.

“With the wage subsidy and other
government and banks programmes,
businesses felt they could get support
somewhere during the lockdowns.
Thewage subsidy certainly sustained
a number of hospitality and retail
businesses,” says Harper.

“At the time we spent more time
advising boards and directors about
the application of their duties and
whether they were liable for reckless
or insolvent trading if the business
continued during Covid.”

They needn’t have worried. The
Business Finance Guarantee scheme,
which finishes at the end of June,
enabled small and medium busi-
nesses to access loans of up to $5
million for a maximum term of five
years. The Government covered 80
per cent of the risk and the banks
made loans they might not normally
authorise to vulnerable businesses

and enable them to recover from the
impacts of Covid.

Inland Revenue, which puts more
companies into liquidation than any-
one else, did not chase money owing
during last year, though it resumed
its debt recovery operations at the
start of this year.

The Ministry of Business, Inno-
vation and Employment (MBIE) is
running the Business Debt Hiber-
nation scheme which has been ex-
tended to October 31 this year, but so
far very few businesses have taken
this up. The scheme allows busi-
nesses affected by Covid disruptions

to place their existing debt on hold
for up to seven months and to have
discussions with their creditors to
establish whether there is a viable
path forward.

The relief schemewas put in place
to stop vulnerable businesses from
being liquidated.

Between May and October last
year just 41 businesses had applied
to enter the debt hibernation scheme.
“Although it sounds like a good idea,
the scheme just hasn’t been takenup,”
says Harper.

“A lot of firms wanted to go for it,
but they didn’t qualify due to pre-

existing debt and they couldn’t prove
that they were experiencing pure
Covid-related distress.

“The difficulty was it was simply
a suspension (of debt) and businesses
had to come back to creditors with
a new proposal. They had to pay
everybody in full going forward from
the cut-off date.

“Instead, many companies struck
individual deals with landlords and
key creditors. Often landlord negotia-
tions took a long time but ultimately
a deal was done.”

Harper says the business hiber-
nation scheme was pulled together
very quickly in uncertain times and
thatwas impressive. It enabled every-
one to stand still while the events
played out.

“The New Zealand economy boun-
ced back quicker than everyone
expected. Businesses have been sur-
prised about howwell everything has
gone; especially how active the prop-
erty and equity markets have been.”

Harper says the most vulnerable
businesseswere in retail, tourism and
hospitality.

“In terms of debt recovery, credi-
tors had to make a rational assess-
ment about whether there was mar-
ket for their (debtors) assets. If there
wasn’t, then it was better toworkwith
the business than take formal action.”

During the Covid lockdowns, Aus-
tralia and UK switched off the reck-
less and insolvency laws.

CAPITALMARKETS
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‘Wave of insolvencies’ averted in Covid crisis
continued from B6

New Zealand made an amendment,
albeit temporary, to Directors’ Duties
enabling boards to develop an
18-month plan and pay off debts
within that period. That change in
Directors’ Duties law remained in
place till September 30 last year.

“The boards and directors took a
lot of comfort from that amendment
— (during the Covid lockdown) they
no longer spent a lot of time wonder-
ing about their personal liability in
regards to reckless and insolvent
trading,” Harper says.

The Court of Appeal decision on
Mainzeal and the Supreme Court rul-
ing for Debut Homes have, however,
created less certainty for directors
around reckless and insolvent
trading.

“It’s an area of law that needs
reform. We should keep thinking
about what is being used inter-
nationally and whether some initia-
tives shouldbe introducedhere,” says
Harper. “It isn’t just about fixing an
uncertainty in existing law but pro-
viding best practice mechanics in the
restructuring and rehabilitation of
companies.

“We need to provide better cer-
tainty on the tests applied (to direc-
tors’ duties and liabilities) and the
method of calculating damages. In
the Mainzeal case, the Court of
Appeal ruled that directors are liable
for the value of the debt incurred
from the time the business should
have ceased trading to the date of
insolvency,” he says.

“This is consistent with the ap-
proach commonly used prior to the

Mainzeal High Court decision, which
used a percentage of total losses in
the liquidation. It would be helpful if
the approach to determining dama-
ges for reckless or insolvent trading
could be clarified in statute.”

Harper favours a new test intro-
duced in Australia. The Government
there established a debtor-in-poss-
ession restructuring model which
provides a safe harbour for small and
medium-sized companies to con-
tinue to trade and control their busi-
ness while trying to restructure their
debts.

An independent and professional
restructuring adviser is appointed
and given 20 working days to create
a plan for creditor approval, and
securities and guarantees cannot be
enforced. During that time the com-
pany must continue to pay tax.

Harper says companies are given
time to pull together a restructuring
or rehabilitation proposal and direc-
tors can’t be personally liable for
debts incurred during that period.

“It’s still relatively new law and
hasn’t been particularly tested, but it
does seem to be a sensible solution.
It’s a simpler process than voluntary
administration, which is expensive.

“One of the things the court grap-
pled with in the Mainzeal case was
that the directors did not get separate
independent professional advice.”
While the number of liquidations has
fallen over the past year, Harper
accepts this situation could change.
“It’s inevitable there will be conse-
quences. The insolvency impact can
lag a significant and disruptive
economic event such as Covid.

“What we are seeing now is that

stakeholders in businesses in more
vulnerable sectors such as tourism
and hospitality are starting to lose
confidence— it’s been a year and they
can’t keep doing this for another year.
There are some businesses reaching
breaking point,” he says.

“Many small businesses have debt
securedbymortgages over the family
homes. The property market is sus-
taining those businesses which con-
tinue to borrow on the increasing
value of the house, or they can sell
the house and release capital that
way.

“At the moment government pol-
icy settings are helping reduce finan-
cial stress. If we are to see an increase
in insolvencies, then it could occur
through a downturn in the property
market operating in tandem with the
effects of Covid.”

Anna Kominik
Wisk’sAsia-Pacific regional directorAnna
Kominik leadsamultinational teambringing
theworld’s first all-electric, self-flyingair taxi
tomarket.

On thegovernment’s recent announcement
about changes to immigrationpolicy she says
anything that supports greater investment in
NewZealand is useful.

“Butweneed todomore toamplifyNew
Zealand’s capability andcapacity to scale
businesses,” she says.

Kominik sayswealsoneedpeople, like
current and former chief technical officers and
chief operatingofficers— thosepeoplenot just
with the funds, but also the skills and
experience ingrowing companies and taking
themglobal.

“Weneed tobe really ambitious for the start-
ups that havebeennurturedover thepast
decadeandwhoare readyandwanting to take
on theworld.”

While theannouncement camewith little
detail, Kominik says rather than letting in
randomhighnetworth individuals,wemust
identify thegaps in theNewZealandcompanies
that are scaling fast and/orwhoneed thecapital
most acutely alongwith theability tohave the
biggest impactbotheconomically andsocially.

“This is theperfect time tobe focusedon
buildinghigh-value jobs,” she says. “Butour
Covidadvantagewon’t last for longandwe
need to seize itmoreaggressively.”

Kominik saysweneedanoverarching
strategy for howweareplanning togrowour
trending industries, includingdigital, creative,
gaming,medtech, foodandaerospace.

“Theseare industries that aregrowing
quickly inNewZealandandhave thepotential
todeliver highquality returns—both socially
andeconomically.

“Itwouldbegood to seehowthis scheme
was feeding into supporting these sectors and
companies to scaleupandbecomeevenmore
ambitious.”

At theAuckland’s Future,NowSummitheld
earlier thismonth, Kominik told attendees that
she is awareof companieswith amazing

technologies thatwould love to come toNew
Zealand rightnow.

“Theywant tododuediligence, theywant
to come through theborder.”

She saysNewZealandhas theopportunity
todefinewhatour vision is andattract
companies that support it to comeand locate
themselveshere.

“Thesearebillion-dollar companies already
that aregoing to createhigh-value jobs,” she
says. “Wecould takeanykidwho likes an
engine, andwecould turn them intoanelectric
aircraftmaintenanceengineer— it’s a very, very
high-value job rightnow.”

Early last year, theNZGovernment signed
amemorandumofunderstandingwithWisk to
support aworld-first passenger transport trial
of its air taxi.

At the timeof theannouncement, Kominik
said: “NewZealand's focusondecarbonising its
economyaspart of theelectric transport
evolutiondirectly alignswithWisk'smission to
deliver safe, everyday flight for everyone
througheffective, accessible and sustainable
urbanairmobility solutions."

Caroline Rainsford
CountryDirector forGoogleNewZealand,
CarolineRainsford, is pleased to see the
Government’s announcement to support
targeted, high-quality investment inNew
Zealand.

“Thiswill leadus in apositivedirection
towardbringing skills andnew technology
here,” she says.

Rainsford says the targeted investment,
coupledwith the investmentof $44million to
support small businesses through the
extensionof theDigital Boost Training
Programmeannounced in theBudget—which
Googlehaspledged to support— is critical to
ensure thebenefits of thegrowingdigital
economyare sharedwidely andequitably.

TheGovernment says theprogrammewill
provideup to60,000small businesseswith
digital skills training toaid in “the transition to
futurewaysofworking”.

Speakingat theAuckland’s Future,Now
Summit earlier thismonth, Rainsford said she
hasalwaysbelieved in the role of digital
transformation to supportAuckland’s economy
—butmore sonow thanever, andwhat is
important is theuptakeof skills.

“Wecanhaveall this technologyandwecan
invest in ICT infrastructure inNewZealand, but
ifwedon’t have thedigital skills andcapability,
wecan’t realise thebenefit of it.”

She sayswhilstwearenotdoingabad job
inAucklandof embracing someof these, there
is somuchmoreopportunity.

“Everyday I get first-handexperienceof
seeingbusinesses inNewZealand that over the
last year havegrappledwith the impactsof
Covid,” she says.

“I have seencompanies embracing
technology to reach customersdigitally online
bothhere inNewZealandandoverseas. I have
seenpeopleusingAI to really sort out the
impactson supply chainduringCovid—but
weneed todosomuchmore.”

A report commissionedbyGoogleNew
Zealand thatwas released lastmonthcalculates
that if leveraged fully in theeconomy, digital
technologies could create anannual economic

valueof $46.6billionby2030.
“Toput this inperspective, this is equivalent

to about 14per centofNewZealand’sGDP, or
thecombinedGDPsupportedbyCanterbury
andHawke’s Bay,” it says.

To fully capture thedigital economy, the
report has identified threemainpillars of action
thecountry could take.

This includes supporting theadoptionof
technologies in key industries, digitally
upskilling thecurrentworkforceand future
talent, aswell aspromotingdigital export
opportunities.

Across these areas,Google says it hasmade
significant contributions in advancingNew
Zealand’s digital transformation journey.

This includes supporting thedevelopment
ofdigital skills throughprogrammes like the
GoogleCertificationProgramme,Digital
Fluency Intensive for teachers, and its
partnershipwithSpark to runworkshops to
supportNewZealandbusinesses inusingdigital
tools bydeliveringdigital skills training for small
andmedium-sizedenterprises (SMEs) at no
cost.

CAPITALMARKETS

Tim McCready talks to three business leaders about the Government’s wealthy investor proposals.

Immigration reset: we need tomove at speed

Rob Fyfe

The Government has foreshadowed
opening the door to some 200 foreign
investors through a reset of its immi-
gration settings.

The announcement, made earlier
this month by Tourism Minister Stuart
Nash, was described by the govern-
ment as a “once-in-a-generation reset”
of the immigration system.

As part of the announcement, Nash
— standing in for Immigration Minister
Kris Faafoi — said new border
exemptions would allow those repre-
sentinghigh-value international invest-
ment interests to come to NewZealand
over thenext 12months to conductdue
diligence and transact the sort of deals
that will play an important role in
supporting New Zealand’s economic
recovery from Covid-19.

“We want targeted, high-quality in-
vestment that establishes frontier
firms, brings skills and technology to

New Zealand,” he said. “We have also
created border exceptions for the
Innovative Partnerships Programme
and New Zealand Trade and Enter-
prise’s Investor Programme to enable
representatives fromglobal companies
to come toNewZealand to conduct on-
the-ground negotiations with com-
panies that they wish to invest in.”

In making the announcement, Nash
said the investment through these pro-
grammeswill createhighly-skilled jobs,
enable the valuable transfer of know-
ledge and technology, and increase
international connectivity forNewZea-
land firms as they allow us to position
ourselves globally.

Rob Fyfe, who has been working as
business liaison for the government,
says he has been highlighting this
opportunity since July last year, and
the announcement took longer to ar-
rive than he had hoped for.

“In the intervening period, some of
the comparative advantage that
existed in the back half of 2020 that
was motivating interest in New Zea-

land as a significant destination for
investment has probably dissipated,”
he says.

That said, he says the opportunity
is still significant and New Zealand
continues to be an attractive destina-
tion for international investment.

“In principle I amencouraged by the
announcement.

“As to whether 200 is enough — I
have got no idea — a heck of a lot could
be achieved by allowing 200 pre-
qualified, validated investors into the
country.

“I would hope if we exhaust that
quota, because there is so much de-
mand and opportunity, the Govern-
ment would extend the quota.”

There is still little detail so far in the
announcement, but Fyfe says it is
important we move at speed to get the
pipeline flowing.

He says we should be prioritising

investment that stimulates either de-
mand or supply of high value jobs in
the economy and/or investment in
technologies and capabilities that will
enhance our global competitiveness
and the advancement of our green
economy and sustainability ambitions.

Competition, IP, and confidentiality
issues mean that officials will need to
be the decision-making authority to
determine which investment interests
are allowed to proceed, but Fyfe hopes
they will consult with business leaders
and academics to identify areas of
focus and opportunities.

But he notes that any international
investment needs to be supported by
domestic investment in education and
skills, and skilled migration to ensure
we can provide the workforce to sup-
port inbound investment and the re-
location of high-value businesses to
New Zealand.
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An exchange that Kiwis
Six60’s mantra of ‘Don’t Forget your Roots’ has
lasting relevance for New Zealand business and
the NZ Stock Exchange, writesMark Peterson

Six60 wowed
the crowd at
their recent
Eden Park
concert.

A s New Zealand’s Stock
Exchange, Te Paehoko o
Aotearoa, we always want
to be seen as the natural

home for Kiwi companies wanting to
access capital to help them grow and
realise their ambitions for the future.

I’m also equally conscious of how
important local capital markets are in
ensuring domestic investors have
easy and ready access to the won-
derful pipeline of home-grown com-
panies.

EY’s Global IPO trends report
shows that on a long-term average
more than 90 per cent of issuers list
on their domestic stock exchanges –
with cultural and strategic fit being
key considerations, along with brand
recognition and familiarity to in-
vestors. And, often it’s just about DNA
— the essence of your business.

New Zealand has a comparatively
large base of retail investors, and over
the past year we have recorded the
most significant re-engagement with
equities as an investment class in the
past 30 years. Retail participation has
been at levels never seen before in
our sharemarket, helped by the grow-
ing popularity of online trading
platforms – Jarden Direct, Sharesies
and ASB Securities – that enable easy
and low-cost access for DIY investors.

This is positive for ourmarket, and
spurring interest and investment in
our issuers.

Keeping it Kiwi
In presenting the Emerging Leaders
Best Investor Relations Award to
Pacific Edge’s CEO, David Darling, at
the INFINZ event this month I
couldn’t help thinking how great it is
that Kiwis can have world-leading
innovators like Pacific Edge right in
front of them, and at their finger-tips,
as an investment choice on NZX.

Pacific Edge has jumped sharply
in value over the past year to a
market capitalisation of around $860
million, breaking new ground with
the company’s innovative Cxbladder
cancer diagnostic tests. While their
primary market is in the US, they
have been conscious of telling their
story and informing local investors
about the significance of these diag-
nostic tests, and educating on how
physicians adopt new technology
and how the US healthcare market
works.

Serko’s Darrin Grafton also ex-
pressed his passion for NZX at the
INFINZ Awards. In accepting the 2021
Leadership Award, the CEO of Aus-
tralasia's leader in corporate travel
and expense solutions was thankful
for the recognition of the company’s
achievements — and set out further
ambition for a business that raised
$22 million through its IPO in 2014,
and is now worth more than $710
million. Darrin said: “If you thinkwhat
Serko has achieved today is great,
then you better get ready – because
I am creating one of the best New
Zealand tech stories ever and I am
keeping it Kiwi right here on theNZX.”

In some cases, there can be import-
ant benefits in terms of credibility in
global markets or social licence at
home.

Former Chief Executive of Push-
pay Holdings, Bruce Gordon, says
listing on the NZX was an instrumen-

tal stepping stone for Pushpay, help-
ing give credibility to “the crazy Kiwis
with big ideas”, giving their largest
customer prospects confidence from
their due diligence and creating a
sense of transparency.

Grant Rosewarne, Managing Direc-
tor and CEO of New Zealand King
Salmon says they wanted to be “… as
Kiwi as we possibly can be”.

“At King Salmon, we recognise we
will only have the social licence to
grow if we connect well with our
communities, if we look after our
environment, and if we operate at
world’s best practice. Via our listing
on the NZX, we’ve been able to do
all of these things.”

Unique opportunity
Over this past extraordinary year, we
have had a unique opportunity to
demonstrate to other businesses the
value of having access to capital

through our public markets.
2020 was a difficult year for many

sectors of the economy, but with
these challenges the value of having
ready access to capital has been so
evident for New Zealand businesses
— looking hard at their balance sheets,
thinking about funding and diversi-
fication of funding.

The Covid pandemic reinforced
the value of an NZX listing, and the
access to equity or debt capital that
being listed on NZX provides.

It shows New Zealanders and in-
ternational investors are ready to
back good companies.

The total of more than $5 billion
of capital raised on the secondary
market in the 90 days from the
beginning of April last year dwarfed
capital raisings in the early months
following the 2008 Global Financial
Crisis. This need, and the greater
attractiveness of equity funding, is

reflected in the total value of capital
raised for theyear $17.6 billion—more
than 50 per cent above our
expectations for 2020.

It’s fantastic to have been busy
ringing the listing bell to welcome a
new cohort of companies to New
Zealand’s Exchange — with nine in
2020and four so far in 2021, including
the latest DGL Group, joining us this
week. NZX is seen as the place to
come for capital and there are a wide
range of opportunities coming to the
market in different ways, reflecting
the options that we've opened up.

On market liquidity
Since the NZX strategy reset in 2017,
there has been an unwavering focus
on removing blockages and creating
a platform for growth — for NZX and
ourmarkets. The introduction of new
market participants has opened up
access to a broader range of investors

Auckland’s ‘Te Paehoko o Aotearoa’ (NZX) is moving
A dynamic screen/digital display will be used to project relevant promotional, educational and celebratory material in the reception area.

Natalia Rimell

The company at the heart of capital
markets in New Zealand is relocating
its Tāmaki Makaurau office from 21
Queen St to the brand-new New Zea-
land Capital Markets Centre further
down the road at 45 Queen St.

The 85-strong team hopes to relo-
cate in August 2021 and plans amajor
opening to welcome external
stakeholders.

A large NZX LED ticker will take
pride of place across the exterior of
the building beaming onto the corner
of Queen and Customs St.

The idea is to revamp the working

environment to complement the new
working paradigm wrought by the
Covid-19 pandemic while also
showcasing the national stock
exchanges’ history.

NZX Chair James Miller told the
ASM: “The New Zealand Capital
Markets Centre will modernise and
reorientate our work environment
for the new normal, but also give us
the opportunity to showcase what
NZX does — and our heritage over the
past 150 years”.

The first local New Zealand stock
exchangewas established inDunedin
in 1866 with initial shares trading in
the gold mines during the gold rush

in the 1870s. Auckland followed next
with an exchange being established
in the city in the early 1870s.

NZX says the 946sq m space is
designed as a place not just for staff
to work from, but with myriad uses
inmind: hosting listing events, hybrid
annual meetings for issuers, investor
presentations, enabling media and
digital broadcasts, and it will also
have the potential to showcase the
business to community groups and
schools.

The reception area will feature a
dynamic screen/digital display that
will project promotional, educational
and celebratory material and be vis-

ible to employees and visitors.
The NZX told the Herald: “The

design is made to make visitors and
employees feel like they are in the
epicentre of the capital markets —
creating an energised and enabling
feeling through an immersive experi-
ence.”

The company says “one of our
biggest aspirations is to be relevant
and connected to Kiwis.

“Our vision is ‘Helping build New
Zealand’s tomorrow’,” and they say
the Māori translation of the name ‘Te
Paehoko o Aotearoa’ — ‘The
exchange-place of New Zealand’
encapsulates this.

“In our name, we have purpose-
fully created a sense of ownership ‘by
and of New Zealand’ because that’s
important to us… andweneed ahome
for NZX in Auckland that is not only
highly functional and tailored for our
people to work productively, but also
tohost andcelebratewhowearewith
our customers and our wider New
Zealand constituency.”

The Auckland office is one of four
across Aotearoa New Zealand with
headquarters in Wellington, but they
say that want a “space we can truly
be proud of in the heart of New
Zealand’s biggest city and economic
nerve centre”.
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can call their own

Pacific Edge’s CEO, David Darling, receiving the Emerging Leaders Best Investor Relations Award from Mark
Peterson at the 2021 INFINZ Awards.

while changes to the NZX rules and
fee schedules have driven on market
activity and delivered improved
liquidity to the Exchange.

It is encouraging to see growth in
the market across all investor
segments with the value of traded
liquidity originating from retail and
institutional sources accounting for
approximately 18 per cent and 82 per
cent respectively. Alongside the in-
crease invalue tradedacross theNZX,
we continue to observe a rise in on-
market activity and execution
through the exchange-run central
limit order book.

The proportion of on-market
trading, last year accounted for 62 per
cent ($33 billion) of all value traded,
and on-market trading has
normalised above 60 per cent. This
greater on-market liquidity assists
market efficiency and price discov-
ery and has provided price improve-
ment for all investors.

Increased liquidity, with a greater
number of lower value trades has
further benefits as price spread is
constantly being tested — and these
benefits flow through to better price
formation. This highlights to com-
panies and investors that ourmarkets
are healthy, vibrant and attractive.

Strong pipeline
NZX is seen as the place to come for
capital, and our pipeline has never
been stronger. This includes the
possibility of some equity listings of
significant scale — prospects that
could have a positive impact on the
NZX, and New Zealand’s capital
markets more generally.

Our efforts continue to focus on
promoting the New Zealand market

to companies that could benefit from
having access to capital or to owners
who may want to release capital for
other purposes — either now or in the
future.

The Capital Markets 2029 report
clearly highlighted this broader op-
portunity for current private com-
panies to use the listed market to
access capital, with an estimated
1,200 private companies in New Zea-
land with annual revenues in excess
of $30 million.

We see huge potential to continue
to develop the listed market to sup-
port the growth of these companies,

who are significant employers of
Kiwis and collectively large contribu-
tors to the New Zealand economy.

What we hear from our engage-
mentwith thebusinessowners is that,
across the board in New Zealand,
companies are thinking about access
to capital — in all forms, private, public
capital, debt, equity — especially in a
world of so much uncertainty.

Opportunity and optimism
Every day we see examples in front
of us that the Kiwi can-do and
innovative spirit is alive and well in
our economy, and much of the appe-

tite for capital is growth-orientated or
opportunistic.

We have fantastic talent and op-
timism here in New Zealand, people
doing amazing things — they come to
talk to us at NZX when they are
thinking: “How can I advance my
business?” Whether that’s growing
and expanding, or selling down, we
can help them work through the
options.

Some have always had the dream
of having their company’s ticker on
NewZealand’s Exchange, others have
a scale that means listing makes a lot
of sense — and in some cases it is

about succession planning.
In those conversations the role of

NZX is to listen and understand the
objectives and drivers, so that we can
support business in the best possible
way and connect them with the right
partners and advisors.

There is a new edge to these
discussions post-Covid, with a
sharper focus on planning for major
uncertainty and unforeseen events.
But there is also a demand for
accessing capital to assist in growth
while maintaining a strong sense of
home, patriotism — that “being Kiwi”
ismore important thanever, andboth
investors and businesses want to do
good for New Zealand.

That’s also at the very heart of
what New Zealand’s Exchange has
always been about, from our origins
in the 1860s, where the Dunedin
Brokers’ Association had a vision for
a meeting point that enables equal
opportunity and access for local
buyers and sellers.

Today, our listed companies con-
tinue to provide that vital life-blood,
the avenue for New Zealanders to
invest and share in the success of
businesses they know and trust —
productive assets that are creating
jobs and fuelling the engine-room in
their home country and tax jurisdic-
tion.

The industry-led Capital Markets
2029 report captured the importance
of our capital markets.

That’s reflected in our vision at
NZX to “Help build New Zealand’s
Tomorrow” — growing the New Zea-
land economy, and supporting the
resilience and long-term success of
Kiwi companies as a strength for our
country.
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Corporate surge amid pandemic
Capital markets are buoyant
but adrenalin-fuelled, writes
Michael Pollard

A wave of
capital markets
transactions
included a
secondary
capital raise
from Auckland
Airport.

A fter an abrupt halt during
the first 2020 lockdown,
corporate activity levels
surged back and remain

surprisingly strong. Despite genuine
risk factors, there is no sign of a
slowdown.

Covid shockwave and swift
response
2020 started with reasonable levels
of activity, but down from previous
years as pricing got lofty and capital
market participants started to think
the market was at its peak.

The first lockdown and initial signs
of the pandemic resulted in mass
selloffs in global capital markets and
discussion of a recession of a nature
not seen since the 1930s. Mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) negotiations were
almost unanimously terminated and
businesses focussed on recession-
proofing, improving balance sheets
and accessing standby sources of
credit.

While the M&A market was dead,
there was a wave of public and
private capital markets transactions
including notable secondary capital
raises from Auckland Airport ($1.2
billion), Kathmandu ($207 million), Z
Energy ($350m) and Sky Television
($157m). These were facilitated by
NZX’s and the Takeovers Panel’s in-
credibly fast introduction of Covid
relief measures, relaxing some nor-
mal restrictions and allowing flexi-
bility in capital raising structures.

Swift Government intervention
(which will see core Crown debt as
a percentage of GDP almost double
to 48 per cent in 2023) supported
business as usual trading. Key
initiatives included theWage Subsidy
Scheme, Debt Hibernation Scheme,
quantitative easing and the post-
poning of new rules requiring New
Zealand banks to hold more regula-
tory capital. Important safe harbours
were introduced for insolvency-
related directors’ duties which pro-
vided relief for liquidity issues con-
nected with Covid.

M&A’s quick recovery
These changes and similar actions in
overseas economies quickly stem-
med concerns of a hard landing with
enduring effect and after the initial
hiatus, M&A activity quickly acceler-
ated to pre-pandemic levels and be-
yond.

The recent EY New Zealand Pri-

vate Capital Monitor shows deal
volumes for private equity at record
highs. Landmark deals in 2020 and
early 2021 included sales of Ultrafast
Fibre ($854m), UDC ($762m), Go Bus
(pricing confidential), BNZ Life
($290m), Metlifecare ($1.3b), Mataura
Valley Milk ($268m), TILT ($3.07b)
and the IPO of My Food Bag ($342m).

Fuelling the demand were record
low interest rates, accelerating hous-
ing prices (flowing from reduced
borrowing costs and overseas
returnees), and increased investment
in funds and the stock market as
investors seek out investments with
a reasonable yield. Unlike the GFC,
the underlying fundamentals and
banking system integrity were not
undermined and investors remain
keen to invest.

Last year we surveyed offshore
investors concerning their direct in-
vestment plans. While most told us
that the impacts ofCovidwoulddelay
(48 per cent ) or suspend (23 per cent)
investment in New Zealand, several
investors indicated that they saw
increased opportunity due to the
speed at which NZ controlled the
spread of Covid and saw it leading
to a “first mover advantage”. Overall,

60 per cent of respondents said they
were considering investment in NZ in
the next two years, citing our strong
fundamentals, relative market stab-
ility, and good targets as key factors
for future investment. This confid-
ence has certainly borne out.

How Covid redefined markets
The Covid crisis created a catalyst for
general reflection, future-proofing
and transformation. It accelerated
trends in the way we work, the
associated technologies and re-
defined the markets we trade in.

Self-evidently, the pandemic has
affected industries in different ways.
There have been obvious problems
in the aviation, transport and tourism
and hospitality sectors but industries
such as IT, general retail and health/
biosciences have been buoyant.
Good examples include My Food Bag
and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare.

Increased M&A volume flowing
from future-proofing and transforma-
tion built on deals initiated in re-
sponse to environmental, social and
corporate governance (ESG) consid-
erations. Examples include the sale of
BNZ’s life book, AMP Life, and West-
pac’s wealth advisory business (no

doubt products of the Australian
Royal Commission into the banking,
superannuation and financial servi-
ces industries), and the sale of wind-
farm business TILT which attracted
significant competition as energy
participants refocus on green energy.

Insolvencies on the horizon
Jitters will remain. The possibility of
further Covid outbreaks creates sub-
stantial uncertainty and the risk re-
mains of substantial volatility. The
Government flagged in its 2021
budget that it has a $5b Covid buffer
available to address this risk.

For now, insolvencies have been
staved off. Despite many businesses
being on Covid (or other forms of) life
support, the IRDandbankshave been
extremely hesitant to initiate insol-
vency proceedings and in many re-
spects, it has been easier for failing
businesses to survive.

However, the existing government
lifeline and bank reticence will come
to an end and we anticipate a wave
of insolvencies starting towards the
back end of this year. A key driver
for this will be pressure on the banks
to realise or release accounting pro-
visions generated to reflect as yet

unrealised losses. We anticipate once
the insolvencies start, the floodgates
will open. However, there doesn’t
appear to be anyprospect of a general
recession and insolvencies are likely
to remain relatively sector-specific.

Looking ahead
In summary, sentiment and investor
demand remains strong, with particu-
lar optimism around core sectors
which are expected to be benefici-
aries of current economic and social
factors. The outlook for IPOs looks
positive as a result of demand flowing
from retail investors moving savings
away from low-yielding bank de-
posits. However, volatility across the
board is expected and, to a degree,
theprivate andpublic capitalmarkets
are “on edge”. It seems like themarket
is running on adrenalin.

Foreign Investment Controls
Not all Government changes were
facilitative. Following the overseas
lead, New Zealand introduced an
emergency measures regime for
foreign investment meaning that
effectively all M&A activity required
screening against a national interest
test. The previous $100m threshold
was dropped to zero with the focus
of the legislation being to ensure that
our weakened assets were not
acquired at a bargain price by over-
seas investors.

A key question is whether these
measures served their purpose of
protecting national assets and
whether they choked off much need
capital as some feared? The consen-
sus is that despite frustrations
associatedwith thedelayand thecost
and uncertainly associated with
national interest test thresholds being
interpreted too conservatively, the
measures did not disrupt the intro-
duction of foreign capital.

We are not aware of any deals
being rejected on the grounds stated
in the emergency measures pro-
visions. It is important not to assume
this means that the measures were
a waste of time. Experience suggests
the mere existence of the regime
deflects deals which would fail to
meet the relevant criteria. The regime
is subject to a 90-day review and we
expect it to be dropped in the near
term. The similar Australian regime
has been dropped.
● Michael Pollard is a seniorpartner
at SimpsonGrierson.

Integrating with the global approach
Attracting international
investors − can NZ afford to be
different, asks Luke Ford

New Zealand bond markets devel-
oped in isolation and with their own
unique characteristics. But the inter-
national investor presence has grown
over the years and is vital to our
continuingdevelopment. So theques-
tion arises: can we maintain our dis-
tinctive features and still attract off-
shore interest at the levels we need?

Venturing into international
waters
The number of New Zealand com-
panies with specialist European bond
programmes has remained fairly
static but the US private placement
(USPP) market is an increasingly
popular choice for long tenors and
long conversations with US whole-
sale investors.

Issuers are also tapping offshore
investors from their New Zealand
domestic programmes. That can be
as simple as marketing “domestic”
bonds overseas — a typical list of
selling restrictions in an offer can
target potential investors across
Europe, Asia, even the Middle East.

Asian and European private place-
ments have recently grown in popu-
larity, taking a domestic programme
and bolting on the necessary moving
parts to work with offshore clearing
systems. So far this offshore element

has been primarily limited to high
grade issuers of rated bonds. How-
ever globalisation, low interest rate
environments and a welcome focus
on non-financial metrics (particularly
sustainable finance and impact in-
vestment) mean offshore investors
are looking further afield for yield and
social returns, and smaller issuers are
looking to connect with them.

We are not the only ones looking
for such investment. Australia has
long had a closer connection than
New Zealand to Asian markets and
China is actively encouraging foreign
direct investment while opening up
international access to its domestic
markets.

As we look to attract more in-
vestors to our shores (at least virtu-
ally), we need to ask what they are
looking for. A market needs inter-
ested buyers and interested sellers.

We have a lot of positives to offer.
We have a thriving local retail

investor base that provides liquidity

and competeswith our largest whole-
sale investors on the same trans-
actions. Our regulation is generally
geared to reducing barriers to issu-
ance (particularly for repeat issuers).

The market is also becoming more
sophisticated, participating in trans-
actions that would have previously
skipped New Zealand entirely. Ex-
amples from last year include locally
targeted 10-year plus deals from the
Local Government Funding Agency
(LGFA), Chorus, Kāinga Ora, the Gov-
ernment, the World Bank, and Auck-
land Council’s 30-year green bond (to
be followed this year by a 30-year
Government bond). This all provides
important NZ dollar liquidity to en-
courage international investors.

Because of our market’s relative
youth, we have been able to adapt
more easily to technological change.
Unlike in Europe, for example, we
don’t create a physical bearer bond
for each issuance and lock it in a safe.
We don’t even create a physical reg-

istered certificate like common Asian
market practice. Everything is elec-
tronic and online.

But our markets also pose many
challenges for investors used to inter-
national market practice. This can
include longer offer periods to ac-
commodate our retail investors and
technical differences in settlement,
underwriting and announcement
practices — the list goes on.

Much of our historic bond docu-
mentation is unlike anything over-
seas. Offshore arranger and investor
desks covering many jurisdictions
often have little time or inclination to
analyse the risks of unnecessary dif-
ferences.

There is also New Zealand’s dog-
ged commitment to withholding
taxes for non-resident investors —
although they have now been elim-
inated from every major interna-
tional bond market.

NZX-listed retail bonds get a pass
through special exemption, but the
wholesale market and anyone look-
ing to issue offshore must jump
through hoops to explain such taxes
to non-resident investors and put
them on a level playing field.

Doing it right
NewZealand innovates bestwhenwe

start with the end goal in mind —
providing a product that offshore
investorswant to buy (and don’t have
to think too hard to understand). We
have a number of working models to
demonstrate this.

The Kauri bond market typically
accounts for 20 per cent to 40 per
cent of New Zealand bond issuance
by volume, according to Kanga-News
data, having grown rapidly since
2004 when it took up existing inter-
national programmes as a documen-
tation base, providing a seamless ex-
perience for international investors.

Kāinga Ora’s wellbeing bond fund-
ing model takes the best parts of an
international sustainable bond pro-
gramme format and adds the twist of
compliance with Treasury’s living
standards framework.

And LGFA (a platform to group a
number of councils behind a single
issuer) was created to provide the
local government sector with high-
grade scale in the global market.

To maintain momentum, we need
to remove the remaining barriers
(particularly where we are the only
jurisdiction still imposing them); inte-
grate with international approaches
and innovate from that base.
● LukeFord is apartner inChapman
Tripp.
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Capital seeks safe home
Consumers,
employees and
investors, are
demanding
more, writes
Silvana Schenone

‘With its “remote”
location from a

number of
jurisdictions that

export capital, New
Zealand has

benefited from a
swift and nimble
approach to the
digital economy
resulting from

Covid.’

F
ollowing a strong end to
2020, we have seen sig-
nificant activity in New Zea-
land’s private and public

markets throughout the first part of
2021. Some deals were reignited after
Covid-19 put themonhold, while new
opportunities have been captured by
eager investors seeking a safe home
for their capital.

Investors are cashed up and
seeking opportunities
Domestic and international investors
are either cashed up or have access
to well-priced funding and are keen
to invest in well run New Zealand
businesses.

Funding is coming from several
different sources, including the rise of
non-bank funding options that offer
significant flexibility. Listed debt, in-
cluding green bonds, has also
boomed in recent years as an alterna-
tive source of funding used by public
companies.

While private companies remain a
key focus for private equity andother
professional investors, there is recog-
nition that they don’t satisfy all the
requirements of sophisticated in-
vestors. The opportunities for capital
are found in companies with solid
foundations and a robust strategy.

High standards and sustainability
strategies will attract investment
Although heightened regulatory
standards like disclosure, financial
reporting and ESG compliance make
public companies a more “complex”
investment option, these standards
also make them an attractive target.

ESG commitments and transpar-
ent reporting is part of what large
international investors who have
publicly committed to a sustainable
investment strategy are looking for.
For them, this is more than a “PC”
approach — it is a very real and
values-based business issue. It is
increasingly apparent that every-
where in the world consumers, em-
ployees and therefore investors, are
demanding more from organisations
they interact with. Businesses that
lack values beyond maximising
shareholder profits or organisations
where their products and services
have a negative impact on the en-
vironment, people or society, are be-
ing discounted by consumers and
investors alike.

Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, the
world’s largest asset manager with
$8.67 trillion in assets, warned in his
annual letter to CEO’s for 2021 that
companies who ignore stakeholders
do so at their own peril. Fink wrote:
“The more an organisation is able to
show its purpose in delivering value
to stakeholders, the better able an
organisation is to compete and de-
liver long-term, durable profits to
shareholders.”

Being a responsible corporate citi-
zen is a valuable brand, building
reputation and providing a competi-
tive advantage. This is particularly so
for New Zealand organisations who
participate in a global economy.

Steady, not booming capital
markets
While there is some activity, New
Zealand’s capital markets have not
seen the boom that some predicted
for 2020/21. Private equity funds are
starting to once again view IPOs as
a viable exit strategy, but we have not

yet seen the number of IPOs antici-
pated or needed to reinvigorate our
weakening capital markets.

Someof thesehopeswerebornout
of predicted listings by central and
local government, where some of
their assets — if available to the public
— would generate a sizeable boost to
New Zealand’s capital markets. An
IPO of that type would allow the
public to get involved in the country’s
capital markets. With the right com-
bination of access and the disclosure
ecosystem, itwould also supportNew
Zealanders financial literacy.

Covid highlights New Zealand as
a safe investment harbour
It is no surprise that technology,
healthcare and food sectors remain
strong and attractive industries in NZ.
More broadly, technology has been
an enabler of many transactions in

the last year or so.
With its “remote” location from a

number of jurisdictions that export
capital, New Zealand benefited from
a swift and nimble approach to the
digital economy resulting fromCovid.

Even with the borders closed, and
during lockdowns, technology
enabled investors to conduct due
diligence on companies they were
interested in, and complete
investments without having
“eyeballed” their new business part-
ners. This is particularly true for those
New Zealand businesses that weath-
ered the Covid storm and came out
with a strong strategy for the next
period.

A number of transactionswere put
on hold in 2020, while businesses
responded to Covid, dealing with
urgent issues, revisiting their strategy
for survival and recalibrating their

positions. Boards weremeeting on an
extraordinary basis and most non-
BAU matters that did not relate to
Covid were put on hold. However,
businesses are now aiming to catch
upwith new strategies and ambitious
goals for 2021 and beyond. New Zea-
land’s response to the global pan-
demic highlights our country’s
unique place in theworld and earned
us a reputation as an investment
“haven”. However, our capital
markets remain weak with various
‘take private’ transactions taking
place in the last 12-18 months and few
new listings replacing those entities
leaving the NZX. No one factor is
creating this dynamic — the combina-
tion of market size, competing
options, availability of cheap funding
and regulatory environment all con-
tribute. Unfortunately, the FMA’s
Growing New Zealand’s Capital

Markets 2029 report recommenda-
tions don’t appear to have made the
inroads expected, but remain valid
reminders of the obstacles our
country faces.

For New Zealand to remain an
attractive investment destination —
and have a prosperous economy —
there is a real need to strengthen our
capital markets, for public companies
to genuinely address sustainability
(ESG) and encourage active partici-
pation in the global digital economy.
These are key for NZ companies to
be competitive leaders on the global
stage. Only then can New Zealand
truly be considered a safe home for
the significant capital available for
investment.

● SilvanaSchenone is apartner and
HeadofCorporate,
MinterEllisonRuddWatts.
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KiwiSaver reform: Onramp to capital markets
Bill Bennett Todaywe’ve

got 300,000
default

KiwiSaver
members, some
of whomhave
been in those
schemes for a
long time. In
fact, some of

them have been
in them since

the inception of
KiwiSaver.

Paul Gregory

E arlier this month the Govern-
ment gave KiwiSaver its
biggest shakeup since the
savings scheme first came

into operation in 2007.
The Government says the changes

couldmean thosewho joinKiwiSaver
at 18 could be up to $150,000 better
off at retirement.

Thebiggest reformsare around the
default provider schemes. Most who
join KiwiSaver choose a scheme.
Those who don’t have their savings
contributions sent to one of the de-
fault providers.

From the end of November, the
number of default providerswill drop
from nine to six. There are new
default providers. BNZ, Booster, BT
Funds Management (Westpac), Kiwi
Wealth, Simplicity and the NZX’s
Smartshares make up the six. AMP,
ANZ, Fisher Funds and Mercer didn’t
make the cut. The six chosen offered
better services and lower fees.

Until now, default KiwiSaver
schemes had a conservative invest-
ment setting. A saver’s capital is un-
likely to be eroded, but itmeans lower
returns over the long run. From Nov-
ember those on default schemes will
have their money invested using a
balanced setting. In simple terms this
means more money will be in equi-
ties. It’s a riskier investment, but over
the long term means a better return.

Martin Stearne, chaired Capital
Markets 2029, a taskforce set up by
the NZX and the Financial Markets
Authority (FMA) to review capital
markets. The recent reforms reflect
some of its recommendations.

Stearne says the change from de-
fault schemes having a conservative
setting to a balanced one is a great

move, particularly for peoplewhoare
new to KiwiSaver. It’s an on-ramp to
investing in the capital markets.

“It will make a significant differ-
ence to the average saver over the
course of their lifetime.”

FMA director of investment man-
agement Paul Gregory says: “The
longer that you have to invest, the
more risk you can afford to take, and
probably should take. Over the long
term, the return is likely to be a lot
better. The problem with having a
conservative setting as the default
was that a lot of harm can be caused
over time by people not having
access to the returns they need for
a retirement income.”

Gregory says when KiwiSaver was
first established, the default funds
were intended to be a short-term
parking space forpeople’smoneyand
that they would get around to choos-

ing a longer-term plan.
“Risk averseness goes with that.

You don’t want to take chances over
a short term. But things didn’t work
out that way. Today we’ve got
300,000 default KiwiSavermembers,
some of whom have been in those
schemes for a long time. In fact, some
of them have been in them since the
inception of KiwiSaver.”

Just as a move to balanced setting
makes a difference to investors over
the long term, a move to lower fees
on default schemes has a long-term
payoff. The government estimates an
18-year-old earning $50,000 a year
and contributing 3 per cent of income
would pay $3900 less in fees. But
given that money will stay in their
account compounding for more than
40 years, it will make a far bigger
difference to their eventual savings.

Gregory says lower fees reduce the

drag on the return of an investment,
which means a greater benefit from
return. Yet he says the FMA sees fees
and the level of services they buy
need to be viewed together.

Guidance from the FMA for the
new default KiwiSaver managers
says they now must provide evi-
dence they are in frequent communi-
cation with members. This can be
with either a conversation or the
“equivalent digital advice”.

Specifically, they must talk when
a member first joins KiwiSaver, after
a member withdraws money for a
first home, 10 years and one year out
from reaching 65 and then once they
turn 65. These rules also set out key
milestones, such as the annual mem-
ber statement, when the managers
must contact members.

The change in default providers
and the switch from conservative to

balanced schemes is a major under-
taking thatwill involvemanymillions
of dollars. Yet it is unlikely to have
a material effect on the local exch-
ange. Hugh Stevens is a member of
the NZX senior management team
and CEO of the NZX-owned Smart-
shares, one of the new default
scheme providers.

“We’re moving from conservative
schemes to balanced,” says Gregory.
“A conservative scheme might have
a 10 or so per cent allocation to
equities. With balanced schemes,
there would be around a 60 per cent
allocation to equities. We’re going to
see more investment and shares.”

But scheme managers invest in
equity markets around the world.
Typically, only 16 per cent of the
money would go into New Zealand
equities. While no one knows exactly
how much will move when the de-
fault funds switch on the first of
December, it could be in the region
of $3.8 billion. So, 16 per cent of that,
or around $500 million, will go into
the New Zealand market.

Stevens says if it happened that
way, it would be a big day for theNZX,
but not the biggest, The record for a
single day on the NZX is $1.2b. The
providers have until the end of Janu-
ary to make their transitions, which
is 39 trading days.Whichmeansmost
of thosedayswouldbeunremarkable
trading days for the market.

Gregory says, “the question then is,
what happens to the rest of the
market? With strong signals coming
from the government and industry,
it’s likely over time the large number
of KiwiSaver members who are not
on default schemes may look at their
investments and choose to make a
similar move to a higher risk, higher
growth scheme.”

CAPITALMARKETS
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Opportunity knocks for ASX
A post-Covid golden run of general IPOs on the ASX, including New Zealand listings, extendedwell into 2021

17
Kiwi companies listed on ASX in 2014

64
Kiwi companies listed on ASX today

9
Kiwi companies listed on ASX in the
last 12months

13%
of the All Tech IndexMarket Cap
attributed to NZ Companies

A$45m
raised by Aroa

80%
Aroa share price climb on listing day

‘While there’s a
range of different
companies, the

pipeline is strong in
two sectors:

technology and life
sciences. And it is

not in conflict with
anything the NZX is

doing.’
Blair Harrison

‘We’ve never been
more optimistic

about the
opportunities for us
in the New Zealand
market. We’ve got
great engagement

from the
technology sector.’

Max Cunningham

L ast year Auckland-based
Aroa Biosurgery had a suc-
cessful listing on the Austra-
lian stock exchange.

ASX executive general manager
Max Cunningham says it marked the
post-Covid reopening of the regional
initial public offering (IPO) market.

“It was July. We had a pipeline and
someoptimism,” recalls Cunningham.
“We saw light emerging from the
Covid clouds. Then the market took
off. Augustwasquiet. It’s the reporting
season.

“But September, October, Novem-
ber and especially December made
it the best year theASXhad for listings
in a decade ormore. It was the busiest
year we’ve had for New Zealand
listings in the past six years. We had
some international listings as well.”

The golden run of general IPOs on
the ASX, including New Zealand
listings, extended well into 2021.

“At the moment the market seems
positive, although we’ve had a mass-
ive pull-back in the tech sector over
the past few weeks,” says Cunning-
ham. “That’s paused themarket. Some
valuations may be getting a little
stuck at the moment.

“People who have good, long-term
plans to go public probably aren’t
being impacted. We’ve seen very few
deals pulled. And I get the sense the
pipeline is being smoothed a little.
Our view for tech and for New Zea-
land in the mix is slightly more posi-
tive than it was a year ago.”

There’s also been a mini-boom in
parts of the New Zealand economy.
Cunningham says those in online
retail, or in tech in general, are now
doing better numbers than they were
expecting at the start of the year.
“We’ve never been more optimistic
about the opportunities for us in the
New Zealand market.

“We’ve got great engagement from
the technology sector.

“We’ve had a few more Kiwi com-
panies make it into the various indi-
ces. As far as work in New Zealand
is concerned, we were most excited
that Auckland International Airport
made it into theASX 200 index. Then,
during the December rebalance, Xero
went into the top 50.”

This is important because when a
company moves up a class in the
index that usually means a lot more
liquidity for the underlying stock. It
puts them in touch with a broader
range of investors and more inde-
pendent research coverage.

ASX senior New Zealand manager
Blair Harrison says there are 63 New
Zealand companies listed on the Aus-
tralian exchange.

This will hit 64 with Simon Henry’s
Dangerous Goods Logistics listing
earlier this week. It’s a trans-Tasman

business and will be a primary ASX
listing.

Says Harrison: “The pipeline is a
healthy mix of companies looking to
dual list. Some will be primary ASX,
others will be primary NZX. While
there’s a range of different com-
panies, the pipeline is strong in two
sectors: technology and life sciences.
And it is not in conflict with anything
the NZX is doing. We see the two
exchanges as complimentary.

“There’s been an acceleration in
the adoption of technology over the
last year and the New Zealand com-
panies are benefiting from that. We’re
providing a valid and interesting path
for their growth. They can raise capi-
tal on theASX. It’s nearby. It’s a similar
jurisdiction and they are able to stay
local while accessing Australian and
international capital markets.”

Harrison sees huge potential for
NewZealand life sciences companies.

He says exciting innovation is
coming out of New Zealand universi-
ties, although theymay be some time
before going to market.

Things developed fast in the last
year because of the pandemic. In
some cases, they developed as a
response to the pandemic.

“The big question right now is the
future ownership of the Kiwi trading
banks. We don’t have a lot of insight
into what’s happening there, but we
understand they are thinking about
what they need to do to get into one
of the ASX benchmark indexes.”

Getting on to an ASX index is not
a given. Cunningham says it depends
on two factors. First, the free flow, that
is how much do the Australian par-
ents sell down by. Second, there is a
question of howmuch of the liquidity
is on the ASX. Because S&P handles
the indices in Australia and New
Zealand, it can’t double-count.

When they take place the bank
deals are likely to be so large that they
will need trans-Tasman support.

Cunningham says the ASX’s goal
is to be complementary to the NZX.
“It wouldn’t be prudent for us to be
pitching for those to be sole listings.
There’s a certain inherent logic for
these things to be listed in their home
market.”

Private investment is always a

nagging background issue for exch-
anges like the ASX. Cunningham says
the smoothness and ease of a trade
sale is a well-trodden path for
entrepreneurs. “It’s a quick payday. If
a founder wants to exit, it may be the
best path. The guys who do well, like
Rod Drury, who take companies pub-
lic, have a vision to run them for five
years. That’s a win for the founder,

it’s a win for existing shareholders
and it’s awin for the new shareholder.

“We’re a business. Of course, we’d
like more companies to list rather
than go private. But the problem in
Australia and New Zealand is that
these companies are not going pri-
vate in the private equity sense,
where they are likely to come back

to the market three or so years later.
Most of these companies are a one-
way ticket to Silicon Valley and are
never seen again.”

Harrison says many founders of
New Zealand technology and life
sciences companies choose not to
take that path. They have valuable IP
and want to grow something here.

“An IPO strategy allows them to
retain that IP and keep their organ-
isation’s cultural identity. If they get
acquired, often that all of that is lost.
Xero is a good example. The com-
pany stillmaintains a cultural identity
as aNewZealandcompany. That goes
through to people like managing
director Craig Hudson. He does an
enormous amount of good work
domestically and offshore, that
reflects Xero’s cultural values as a
company”.

He points to Stephen Newman’s
ERoad: “It was one of the joint listings
last year on the ASX and the NZX. It’s
a great company with a great pres-
ence in New Zealand now building an
office out in Albany. It has a culture
Newman is keen to preserve.”

Capital
Markets
Bill Bennett
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National’s Capital
Markets agenda
Wemust put in place strategies to grow our economy at amuch
faster and sustainable rate saysAndrew Bayly

What’s the former merchant banker cooking up?
Seven ideas from National’s Andrew Bayly
● Match public funding alongside private funding to commercialise Crown IP

● Attractmultinational firms to undertake R&D in NZ

● Repurpose the $300mElevate NZVenture Fund to have a clear investment
focus

● Encourage large NZ corporates to support exciting start-ups in their sectors

● Remove barriers so KiwiSaver providers canmake private equity
investments

● Launch an ‘entrepreneur in residence’ programme sponsored by the Prime
Minister to attract some of the bestminds to our shore

● Attractmorewealthy entrepreneurs to NZ

Havingmanaged
the listing of over 25
companies on the
London and New

Zealand Stock
Exchanges, I know
the importance of
having an active

andwell-supported
market where
investors are

attracted to buy and
sell shares.

Unfortunately,
however, toomany
of our high-growth
companies are by-

passing New
Zealand and

seeking capital in
Australia and the

United States.

Andrew Bayly

C apital markets play an in-
credibly important role in
allowing businesses to ex-
pand and grow.

While our stock market has risen
significantly — more than 20 per cent
over the past year — the NZX has a
total market capitalisation of only
about $200 billion, whereas the total
value of housing in New Zealand is
valued at about $1.4 trillion, meaning
too little of our money has been
directed into the more productive
areas of our economy.

Government debt has already
increased by $40b, to just over $100b,
over the past 14 months and is
expected to double again to nearly
$200b over the next few years. This
meanswemust put inplace strategies
to growoureconomyat amuch faster
and sustainable rate if we are to bring
the Government’s books back into
line. Supporting our capital markets
and businesses is essential to that.

We also need to create an environ-
ment that nurtures the growth of
globally successful businesses that
will fund the innovation required to
succeed at scale. New Zealand has
proven expertise in many exciting
areas, including AgriTech, MedTech,
FinTech, and CleanTech. The ques-
tion is, how do we turbo-charge com-
mercial opportunities in these
sectors?

The first important change is one
of approach. National’s view is that
there needs to be a much closer
strategic alignment between com-
panies, entrepreneurs, financiers and
government institutions, including re-
search and development institutions.
The role of Government needs to be
as an active participant, working
alongside and facilitating change as
and when required.

We have an incredible amount of
Intellectual Property (IP) residing in
our research institutes and universi-
ties. The issue is that we are not good
at commercialising it.

For example, research institute
Scion has developed a high-quality
plastic using timber fibres as one of
its components, which means the
plastic breaks down naturally over
time and has uses in high-grademedi-
cal applications. A National Govern-
ment will ensure there is a process
to match public funding alongside
that of the private sector so this type
of research can be commercialised.

We should be also trying to attract
multi-national firms to undertake
R&D here. Why are we not trying to
attract international pharmaceutical
companies to undertake R&D and
conduct clinical trials into melanoma
and bowel cancer — two diseases that
New Zealanders suffer badly from?
Another area is enhancing our R&D
facilities to design better seismic
building structures alongside world
experts in Japan, Italy and the USA.
The Israeli government realised they
had to play an instrumental role in
negotiating international R&D
agreements and Israel now has 180
large R&D facilities.

A National Government would
similarly take a leading role here in
New Zealand.

Start-up companies are an import-
ant part of our capital markets eco-
system, as they potentially are the
new companies that list on the NZ
Stock Exchange. Whilst we have
many exciting start-ups being devel-
oped and funded, National would
repurpose the $300 million Elevate

NZ Venture Fund currently adminis-
tered by NZ Growth Capital Partners.
To be successful, funds must have a
clear investment focus. Our approach
would be to re-purpose the $300m
investment into components focused
on areas such asAgtech andMedtech
and require these funds to work
alongside other investor groups, such
as iwi and corporates, as well as both
domestic and international fund
managers with proven expertise so
that there is a clearer pathway to
grow both domestically and inter-
nationally. Exposing our start-ups at
an earlier stage to governance and
advisory expertise that international
investors bring is desirable.

We also believe our larger
corporates should be playing a more
active role in building an eco-system
where they encourage and support
exciting start-up businesses con-
nected with their industries. Support

at this level can be incredibly helpful
for strategically-aligned start-ups. A
classic case was the establishment of
Spark Ventures by its parent com-
pany to drive and promote inno-
vation within the group.

Havingmanaged the listing of over
25 companies on the London and
New Zealand Stock Exchanges, I
know the importance of having an
active and well-supported market
where investors are attracted to buy
and sell shares. Unfortunately, how-
ever, too many of our high-growth
companies are bypassing New Zea-
land and seeking capital in Australia
and the United States. A National
Government will do what is neces-
sary to remove regulatory
impediments to companies choosing
to raise capital here in New Zealand.

One of the benefits of establishing
KiwiSaver was the expected positive
outcome it would have on New Zea-

land’s private capital markets. How-
ever, the positive outcome has not
been as significant as envisioned.
Only a few KiwiSaver managers, in-
cluding Milford Asset Management,
Fisher Funds and Booster, have
chosen to invest directly in some of
our great New Zealand companies.
National wants to remove any actual
or perceived barriers for KiwiSaver
providers so they can make appro-
priate private equity investments in
our New Zealand businesses. In ad-
dition, we will consider allowing
those with larger KiwiSaver balances
to self-manage their KiwiSaver
schemes, provided they have the
requisite skills and expertise.

There are many Kiwis who have
either returned or intend to return to
New Zealand who have great exper-
tise in areas such as technology and
wish to establish new businesses
back here.

This Kiwi diaspora offers so much
and we need to harness their talents
to help further grow our economy.
We also need to further leverage the
large number of Kiwis living offshore
who hold influential roles and jobs.
These people offer the potential to
provide introduction to people, mar-
ket opportunities and capital.

We need to consider how to better
attract overseas tech experts to
choose New Zealand as their home
so they can help by starting a new
business or providing valuable skills.
This could extend to instituting a
start-up entrepreneur-in-residence
programme, sponsored by the Prime
Minister, to attract some of the best
minds to these shores.

The final element is thatwe should
have an open conversation about
attracting wealthy entrepreneurs to
invest in New Zealand. Provided
these people are committed to
investing in new or existing busi-
nesses or undertaking large research
projects over a prolonged period of
time here in New Zealand, we should
welcome them. There is a current
window of opportunity to do this. A
National Government would capital-
ise on this opportunity.

To achieve these changes, we are
currently working with a number of
industry participants so that National
is in a position after the 2023 election
to rapidly put in place the changes
to further support our capital
markets.

Andrew Bayly

AndrewBayly isNational’s Shadow
Treasurer andSpokesperson for
Revenue, Infrastructureand
Statistics.He is a formerprincipal
and foundingdirectorofCranleigh
Merchant Financeandprior to that
heldmanagerial roles at Southpac
CorporateFinanceandLloyds
MerchantBank.
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The demise of private planning
Grant Robertson
seems to have a
touch of the
Michael Cullens,
writes
David Seymour

The
Government’s

attempts to
centrally

control markets
risk having real
consequences
for the people

of New Zealand.
David Seymour

A ccording to legend, Rob
Muldoon went to London,
got on the scotch, and pro-
mised that AirNewZealand

would buy Rolls Royce jet engines.
Problem was, the airline was all

tooled up to run General Electric, and
the change was a little more compli-
cated than switching from, say,
Laphroaig to Glenmorangie.

Plus ca change. Grant Robertson’s
haughty and menacing letter of ex-
pectation to the current Air New
Zealand Board was not nearly that
bad, but the theme is familiar. The
board is charged with governing an
airline. It’s not a task for the faint-
hearted, especially lately.

Political interference means they
must not only dealwith that daunting
task but chase other objectives that
may conflictwith it. Robertson’s latest
letter as shareholding minister of Air
New Zealand certainly creates some
conflicts.

The letter asks that Air New Zea-
land, inter alia “be a ‘national airline’
continuing in operation to support
economic development, including
access to international markets…
maintain a comprehensive domestic
route network… in a timely fashion at

a reasonable cost… demonstrate its
commitment to environmental
sustainability, including engaging
with the development of new avia-
tion fuels for New Zealand… enhance
its role as a leader for best practice
workplace relations.”

Theymust also “continue acting as
a responsible corporate citizen and,
best of all: achieve these objectives
while operating as a commercially
sustainable and capital-efficient busi-
ness.”

I asked the Speaker of Parliament
to urgently debate this letter. It is not
just Air New Zealand, I reasoned, but
all SOE boards that may be put in an
invidious position by a letter for the
Government. The Speaker obliged
but the Minister, when criticised,
resorted to an attack line of “youdon’t

knowhowto runabusiness, of course
the shareholder can tell businesses it
owns how they should operate”.

But the letter went further than its
predecessors when it said that “The
Government, as majority share-
holder, expects to be involved in the
process that will lead to Board re-
newal.”

This was different from the 2018
version of the same letter that said
the Government would not put for-
ward its own candidates and would
not usually interfere in the Board’s
appointments.

The Minister may be right at the
most basic level that it’s ‘his’ airline
as the shareholding Minister, and
therefore he makes the rules. That’s
not the same as any intervention he
makes being in the best interests of

the airline or the real shareholders,
a combination of taxpayers repre-
sented by him and private holders of
Air New Zealand shares.

The list of objectives in the letter
are almost certainly impossible, but
the real worry is the Government’s
overall directionof travel towards the
centralisation of power.

Robertson in particular seems to
have adopted a touch of the Michael
Cullen temperament, summed up by
the latter’s infamous quote “we won,
you lost, eat that”.

This Government’s Reserve Bank
Act reforms are another example of
it centralising decision-making. The
layers of separation between those
making technical decisions according
tomarket conditionswere, at thevery
least, thinned when the Government

strengthened its powers of appoint-
ment, including one of its representa-
tives, fromTreasury, be placed on the
Monetary Policy Committee.

More generally, the Government’s
attempts to centrally control markets
risk having real consequences for the
people of New Zealand, and ultima-
tely political blowback for them. En-
ergy markets are a good example.
When the Government bans energy
sources at a whim, introduces a Zero
Carbon Act that allows a minister to
ration emissions sector by sector,
then wonders aloud about building
a massive and commercially unvi-
able pumped hydro facility, people
become what you might call “invest-
ment hesitant”.

Sometimes it is worth going back
to first principles, and borrowing a
little Hayek (not the actress). Our
prosperity rests on unleashing
creative powers of a free society.

That means people are able to
bring the knowledge available to
them to bear on the decisions they
make to solve the problems they face.

It requires people acting under a
rule of law that protects their decision
rights in a defined sphere where they
are able to act without fear of arbi-
trary coercion by another or others.
Hayek’s original acolytes, in the
1980s, were responding to Muldoon’s
constant puncturing of nearly every-
one else’s spheres.

They put in place a structure of
rules to protect private planning
against its more politicised and my-
opic version, central planning.

It’s time to take the whiskey bottle
awaybefore this partygoesawry.

● DavidSeymour is leader of the
ActParty.
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Banking on a greener future
Yueqiu Zhou looks at the opportunities, challenges and
strategies for commercial banks to address climate change

I CBC ranks first among China’s
domestic commercial banks in
terms of the total amount of
green investment and financing.

As at the end of February 2021, the
balance of green loans of ICBC was
close to RMB2 trillion.

The balance of green bond invest-
ment, wealth management invest-
ment and lease financing exceeds
RMB300 billion, also leading the
domestic market. As at the end of
March 2021, the balance of ICBC’s
loans granted for clean energy pro-
jects was nearly RMB500 billion, due
to an increasing number of loans for
the power production industry.

ICBC has strengthened business
innovation and actively promotes
comprehensive green financial
services. For example ICBC:

● underwrote the first green
building “carbon neutral bond” in
China’s interbank bond market.

● invested RMB8 billion in the
national green industry fund to sup-
port the development of green indus-
try through the “investment-loan link-
age” mode.

● strengthened the forward-
looking research on green finance,
leading the world in environmental
and climate risk stress testing. It re-
leased the sole “Belt and Road” green
finance (investment) index in the
industry.

Carbon neutrality puts forward
higher requirements
For the future operation of banks in
China, carbon neutrality will impact
the following three areas:

Policy: In 2016, seven ministries

and commissions of China incorpor-
ated the fight against climate change
into green finance in the Guidelines
for Establishing the Green Financial
System. In October 2020, the Ministry

of Ecology and Environment, the
National Development and Reform
Commission, the People’s Bank of
China, the China Banking and Insur-
ance Regulatory Commission and the

China Securities Regulatory Com-
mission jointly issued the Guidelines
for Promoting Investment and Financ-
ing in Response to Climate Change. It
is expected that the standards and
requirements for low carbon factors
will be fully incorporated into the
relevant green finance policy docu-
ments in the future.

Industry:Low-carbon transforma-
tion will bring about market oppor-
tunities and challenges. The market
space of high emission industries
narrowed, income decreased, while
financing costs increased. Low-
carbon technology is becomingmore
mature and the cost of low-carbon
industry is decreasing rapidly. The
processof low-carbon transformation
will be accompanied by the renewal
andupgradeof infrastructure. Carbon
neutrality is expected to bring China
RMB138 trillion of investment oppor-
tunities in the next 30 years, accord-
ing to the research conducted by the
Institute of Climate Change and
Sustainable Development, Tsinghua
University.

Market: The low-carbon demand
of stakeholders has been increasingly
strong. Since the outbreak of Covid-
19, the ESG concept has had increased
attention frommore and more global
investors. Institutional investors are
keeping a closer eyeon thedisclosure
of the environmental and climate-
related situation of listed banks.

Need to strengthen risk
assessment
The banking industry is confronted
with two main climate risk changes:
1. Policy will be stricter. Under the
more stringent environmental pro-
tection policies and regulatory requ-
irements, the operating costs of en-
terprises are rising and the solvency
is declining. Therefore, the financial
industry should reduce high-carbon
investment.
2. Market risk will escalate. As de-
mand for high-carbon products and
energy declines, the operation of en-
terprises will be restrained, which
may result in credit risk.

The transition to low carbon is
often accompanied by infrastructure
renewals. Due to the long cycle of
infrastructure projects, the risk of
construction projects may expose re-
lated financial assets to risks.

The banking industry will need to
accurately predict the impact of fu-
ture industrial restructuring on high-
carbon industries, adjust and opti-
mise credit policies, and adapt to and
support low-carbon transformation. It
also must perform scenario analysis
and stress testing of environmental
and climate risk, especially the quan-
titative analysis of high-carbon indus-
try risk.

While quantifying the environ-
mental risk, it should implement
differentiated pricing and limit man-
agement for green and brown assets
and projects.

The Herald put the following questions on green finance to ICBC’s Yueqiu Zhou:
Herald: What are the big trends in low-
carbon investment opportunities?
Low-carbon transformationwill createahuge
investmentdemand. Carbonneutrality is
expected tobringChina investment
opportunitiesworthRMB138 trillion in thenext
threedecadeswith low-carbon industries
developingby leapsandbounds, according to
the researchconductedby the Instituteof
ClimateChangeandSustainableDevelopment,
TsinghuaUniversity. Greenand low-carbon
technologieswill gatherpace in innovation,
because industriesdependon technological
progress to realise greenupgrades.
TheESG investmentmarketwill growrapidly.
Since theoutbreakof theCovid-19pandemic, the
ESGconcepthasbeen recognisedand followed
byan increasingnumberof global investors.
Carbon financial productswill continue to
innovate. In theEUcarbonmarket, carbon
financial productsmainlycomprise carbon
futures, carbon funds, carbonassetpledge
financing, carbonasset repo financing, carbon
quotacustody, andgreenstructureddeposits.Of
these, carbon futuresaccount for90percent
of the tradingvolumeand95per cent of the
tradingamount in themarket.Other carbon
financial products only takea tinymarket share,
yetpresent broadprospects fordevelopment.

Herald: How has ICBC built capability and
thinking in terms of green finance across
the bank?
While striving to achieveourowngreen
operation,wehavealsomadegooduseof
many innovativeproducts andservices, such
asgreen loans, greenbonds, industrial funds,
greenwealthmanagement, andgreen leasing,
to increaseour support for eco-friendly
industries, customersandprojects.Wehave
alsocarriedout forward-looking researchand
international exchangesongreen financeand
improved thequalityof environmental
informationdisclosure.Weendeavour to
achieve theclose integrationof economic,
social andecological benefits, thusbecoming
apioneer inanda leaderof sustainable

developmentamong financial institutions.
Wehave longbeencommitted topromoting
the transformationof theChineseeconomy
andsociety towards greenand low-carbon
operations. Thenational goal of “peaking
carbonemissions andachievingcarbon
neutrality” is amission thatmustbe
accomplishedat ICBC. ICBCheadofficehas
establishedagreen financecommittee,which
is tasked toco-ordinateandurgeall business
linesand institutions across the ICBCGroup
todevelopgreen finance.
Wehavecontrolled financingdirected to
carbon-intensive industries andactively
transformedour investmentand financing
structure towardsgreenoperation.
Wehave fully supported theconstructionof
pilot zones for thegreen finance reform in
China.We therefore leadothermarketplayers
in theseplacesby the scaleof green loans
granted.

Herald: What have been the biggest
challenges for ICBC as it scales up on green
finance and support for low-carbon
development?
Thegoal of carbonneutralityposes challenges
on theChinesebanking industry:
Banks that holda largeproportionof carbon-
intensive financial assetswill facea relatively
high level of transformation-related risks.
While transiting to low-carbonoperation,
carbon-intensivecompaniesmay incurhigher
costs, generate lessprofits, or even suffer losses
due to technologicalupgrading, energy
conservationandemission reduction, and
othermeasures,whichmayexposebanks to
credit risks. Regulatoryauthoritieswill put
forwardmoredemanding requirements for the
banking industry concerning the low-carbon
transformation.Topromote financial
institutions towards low-carbon
transformation, regulatoryagencieswill roll
out innovative incentive and restraintpolicies.
Financial institutionswill beencouraged to
channelmoreassets into low-carbon fields, and
will see their climatechange response

capabilities, efforts andcontributions
evaluatedby regulators. Inotherwords, carbon
reductionperformancewill be incorporated
into theevaluationandappraisal of
commercial banks.
It is also time for thebanking industry to
considernailingdown its owncarbonneutral
targets andmeasures. Todoso, financial
institutionsneed tomeasure their carbon
footprint and takeeffectivemeasures to
reduceandneutralise their carbonemissions.

Herald: How different has the uptake of
green finance been in different markets
around the world?
So far, at least adozencountries and regions
around theworldhave issuedpolicy
frameworksandactionplans for greenand
sustainable finance.Developinggreen finance
hasbecomeaglobal consensus, but levelsof
development indifferent placesof theworld
arevarying to someextent.
TheUS, theEU, theUK, Japan,NewZealand,
andHongKonghaveall unveiled relevant
policiesorESGguidelines that stipulate
contentsundermandatory information
disclosure.Major financial institutionsall over
theworld follow theESGstandards set outby
mainstreamratingagencies suchasMSCI,
Standard&Poor’s,Moody’s, andFitch,when
it comes toenvironmental information
disclosure.
But thereare still inconsistencies in the
requirementsput forthbygovernmentsor
regulatorsofvarious countries and regions.
Green financehasbeenenshrined intoChina’s
national strategy. It is anexplicit requirement
to “developgreen financeandattaingreen
development”.
Thisyear, Governorof thePeople’s Bankof
China,YiGang, said thatChina’s green finance
hasbeenbuilt on fivepillars: standard system,
informationdisclosure, incentivesand
constraints, product innovation, and
international cooperation. Chinahas seen its
green financepolicies andsystemscomingat
the forefront of theworld.

Herald: Does ICBC’s focus on promoting
green finance mean that there are some
projects you decide not to fund? If so, how
is that decision made?
Wekeep intensifying investmentand financing
inenvironmentally sensitiveareas, embed
greencredit requirements into the full process
of credit business, and incorporate
environmental andsocial risk factors into the
customer riskevaluation systemand the
customercredit ratingmonitoringandanalysis
flow, inabid tocomprehensively strengthen
theenvironmental andsocial risk
management.
Investment and financingactivities aredivided
into twelvecategories on four levelsdepending
on their exposures toenvironmental andsocial
risks, so that differentiated investmentand
financingpolicies canbe implemented to
manage them.
Weareproactivelywithdrawing fromthe
financingprojectsof enterpriseswithhigher
environmental andsocial risks.
At ICBC, corporate customer ratingsareused
asan importantbasis formaking credit risk
managementdecisions.
Theclassificationof customers takes into
accountmanyaspects of factors including
environmental protectionbehaviour, safety
production standards, andgreencredit type.
Environmental factors are fully considered in
themonthlymonitoring andanalysis of
customercredit ratings.
At ICBC, corporate customer ratingsareused
asan importantbasis formaking credit risk
managementdecisions.
Theclassificationof customers takes into
accountmanyaspects of factors including
environmental protectionbehaviourand
greencredit type. Environmental factors are
fully considered in themonthlymonitoring
andanalysis of customercredit ratings.
Whenamajor environmental or safety
incidentoccursor customersoverstep the
limits corresponding to their greencredit
classification, thecustomerwill be re-
evaluatedwithinonemonth.

DrYueqiuZhou is thechief
economist of ICBC, thedeputy
directorof the chief economist
cooperationcommitteeof the
AsianFinancial Cooperation
Association, thedeanof the
modern finance instituteof ICBC,
and the secretarygeneral ofChina
ModernFinanceSociety. Zhouhas
doneextensive researchon reform
anddevelopmentof banking
industry, securitymarkets and the
Chineseeconomy.
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A market force for good
Investors increasingly want to see their money supporting sustainable initiatives, writes Dean Spicer

Environmental concerns
have risen formany

investors in recent years
as the world steps up its

transition to a low-
carbon economy.

Kāinga Ora
returned to
the market
and issued
NZ$600m of
7.5-year
wellbeing
bonds to
fund social
housing
initiatives.

L ast yearwas a record year for
theglobal sustainable finance
market, and 2021 is set to be
another as new ways of allo-

cating capital are developed to help
solve major challenges, like climate
change and poverty.

New issuance in the global sustain-
able finance market leapt by 30 per
cent to a record US$730 billion (ac-
cording to Bloomberg New Energy
Financedata) in 2020. The total global
sustainable debt market now stands
at US$2.3 trillion.

Here in New Zealand we saw
NZ$2.725b of sustainable (green,
social and sustainability) bonds
issued, and 2021 is already looking
even busier, with interest from a
range of sectors assessing how they
can align their sustainability strate-
gies and financing plans.

As an example, late last month the
World Bank (International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development)
issued NZ$1b of New Zealand dollar-
denominated bonds to institutional
investors.

The issuance, for which ANZ was
one of the lead managers, will help
the bank’s sustainable development
mission to end extreme poverty and
boost prosperity internationally.

Closer to home, Kāinga Ora
returned to the market and issued
NZ$600mof 7.5-yearwellbeingbonds
to fund social housing initiatives in
New Zealand. ANZ acted as joint lead
manager for this transaction. Kāinga
Ora is the largest New Zealand issuer
of sustainability bonds.

This month, the Asian Develop-
ment Bank issued a New Zealand
Dollar gender bond.

The NZ$375m, 10-year bond,
jointly led by ANZ, will be targeted
to finance projects in the region that
aim to promote gender equality and
women’s empowerment.

Affordable child and family sup-
port, education, improving partici-
pation in decision-making and lead-
ership and improving the resilience
of women against risks and shocks
from climate change and disaster, are
all within the scope of the financing
programme.

Several factors are driving the rise
in sustainable finance and offering
opportunities to explore newways of

bringing issuers and investors
together. A major factor is that in-
vestors increasingly want to see their
money put into investments that not
only offer a good return, but also
support sustainable initiatives and
responsible investment.

Environmental concerns have
risen for many investors in recent
years as the world steps up its tran-
sition to a low-carbon economy.

TheNewZealandGovernment has
introduced legislation that will re-
quire financial service providers to
report the impact of climate change
on their businesses.

The aim of the legislation is to
ensure climate change is central to
the companies’ decision making, but
it also means large organisations will
have data they can then use to sup-
port their sustainable financing
initiatives.

There are other initiatives like the
Climate Change Commission’s report,
the New Zealand Sustainable Finance
Forum and the Climate Change Re-
sponse (Zero Carbon) Act. Collec-
tively, these initiatives have driven
engagement from companies in
terms of what it means for them and
how they will comply.

Sustainable finance also offers in-
vestors and philanthropists new
ways to help fund projects that are
addressing some of society’s biggest
economic challenges.

One example is Community
Finance, an investment platform
established to help provide the
funding for community housing pro-
jects.

It has launched The Aotearoa
Pledge, with the aim of raising
NZ$100m this year to build affordable
homes. ANZ is among the institutions
that have already committed to the
pledge.

More thanNZ$51mhas been raised

so far from several financial institu-
tions and philanthropic organisa-
tions.

This financing will give Commun-
ity Finance the ability to expand the
potential funding sources that are
available to community housing
providers.

ANZ has been a pioneer in theNew
Zealand green bond market, jointly
leading the first green bond for the
International Finance Corporation (a
member of the World Bank Group) in
July 2017. We have since partnered
to deliver a number of key trans-
actions including:

● First New Zealand corporate
green bond for Argosy Property in
February 2019;

● First domestic green bond issue
for Auckland Council in June 2018;
and

● New Zealand’s first Sustainable
Linked Loan with Synlait Milk in
September 2019.

These innovations have been im-
portant stepping stones in our mar-
kets development and created sig-
nificant momentum building into
2021.

We have also been the Sustainable
Finance Co-ordinator on around 85
per cent of the sustainable finance
frameworks publicly released in New
Zealand, and acted in a lead manager
capacity for all of the green bond
issues that have come to market so
far.

The size of the deals varies, but
what theyhave in common is a desire
by all participants to deliver out-
comes that provide economic, en-
vironmental and social benefits,
aligning their corporate purpose and
sustainability strategy with their debt
financing.

● DeanSpicer isNZHeadof
SustainableFinance,ANZ.
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Reserve Bank is coming full circle
Oliver Hartwich

Formany other central
banks, such non-

monetary initiatives are
essentially lip service.
The RBNZ, however,

means it.

Oliver Hartwich continued on B19

A s American historian and
philosopherWill Durant ob-
served, “Civilisation is not
inherited; it has to be

learned and earned by each genera-
tion anew.” That is a more polite way
of saying that humans make
mistakes, cause damage, then repair
the mess. . . only to repeat the whole
process again and again.

Monetary policy is no exception.
Nomatter howoftenwewitnesswhat
happens when politicians meddle
with money, we let them do it again.
Oncewehavecleanedup thedamage
of the last round of interventions, that
is. The Reserve Bank is a case in point.
It is currently in the “causing damage”
phase.

To put matters into perspective,
let’s go back to 1996. Don Brash was
invited to deliver the Hayek Memo-
rial Lecture in London. That was
before his later political career, and
he spoke as a proud Governor of the
RBNZ. New Zealand’s Remarkable
Reforms was the title of his lecture.

Brash had every reason to be
proud, not least of his RBNZ. From a
central bank with a poor inflation
recordbefore 1984, it hadbecomeone
of the most stability-focused central
banks in the world.

As he explained, the reason for the
RBNZ’s previously poor records was
political interference. “The Reserve
Bank operated under legislation
which required it to consider all man-
ner of real economy objectives,” he
said. That had made it one of “the
‘least independent’ of central banks,
and [it] had an inflation performance
to match.”

Indeed, the 1970s and early 1980s
RBNZ experience was one character-

ised by stagflation and mortgage in-
terest rates exceeding 20 per cent.
The reforms of the Fourth Labour
Government set out “to put an end
to the cynical manipulation of mon-
etary policy for political purposes,”
Brash declared. The idea was “to
‘Muldoon-proof’ monetary policy”.

The whole idea was to remove the
RBNZ far enough from political tamp-
ering so even the most intervention-
ist politiciancouldnotdodamage.We
remember what that “Muldoon-

proofed” RBNZ looked like. It was a
central bank shielded from politics,
protected by the Reserve Bank Act
1989, tasked only with maintaining
price stability — with ultra-dry econo-
mic rationalist Brash at the helm.

A quarter of a century on from
Brash’s speech, the RBNZ has moved
on. The Government elected in 2017
hadmany objectives. To preserve the
legacy of the 1984 reforms was not
among them. The Finance Minister’s
speech on the 2021 Budget under-

lined it once again.
Where the Fourth Labour Govern-

ment set out to repair the damage of
the Fourth National Government
(Muldoon), the Sixth Labour Govern-
ment is undoing the reforms of the
Fourth Labour Government. We are
coming full circle in monetary policy.

Among the first things Grant
Robertson did as Minister of Finance
was to appoint Adrian Orr as Gover-
nor of theRBNZ.Orr is an experienced
bank economist and fund manager.
He is a colourful and entertaining
speaker. But no-one would describe
Orr as a dry economic rationalist. Nor
is he a traditionalist, unwilling to
change established structures.

In this sense, the choice of Orr was
inspired. Robertson wanted to trans-
form the RBNZ from the stability-
focused Bank Roger Douglas created
to a much more political institution.
If that was the goal, then Orr was the
right Governor.

As a first step, the old policy target
agreements went out. In came a new
Monetary Policy Committee. Its remit
commits the RBNZ to support the
Government’s broad economic objec-
tive. This goes far beyond price stab-
ility. It includesmeasures “to improve
the wellbeing and living standards of
New Zealanders through a sustain-
able, productive and inclusive econ-
omy”. The Government broadened
the RBNZ’s goal to include “maximum
sustainable employment”.

Even before Covid-19, the RBNZ
had two-and-a-half goals: price stab-
ility, high employment — and to sup-
port the Government’s other policies
if and where possible. After Covid-19,
and partly brought about by the
quantitative easing programme with
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Adjusting to the new normal
Canwe get net government debt back below 30 per cent of GDP
as detailed in the 2021 Budget, asks Cameron Bagrie

The new normal does
not look to be getting net
debt down to 30 per cent
of GDP as opposed to the
old target of around 20

per cent. It looks north of
40 per cent and

containmentmight be as
good as it gets.

Cameron Bagrie

N et debt is projected to rise
to almost 50per cent ofGDP
by 2023, or 40 per cent of
GDP excluding the Reserve

Bank’s Funding for Lending Pro-
gramme.

Those figures are world-class, and
the debt-servicing burden (interest
cost) is low.

The real growth rate of the econ-
omy is well above real interest rates
(a basic measure of sustainability).
We are in good shape even with
higher projected debt levels than
what we have been used to.

The Government’s objective is to
first stabilise debt as a share of GDP,
then reduce it. The Budget projec-
tions show it being achieved.

It requires restraint.
The 2021 Budget was not the time

for restraint, but that time will come.
There are some basic conditions

for getting debt down. The first is
achieving growth. We can tick that
box.

The key is not just getting the
economy back on track though.What
matters is the trend for growth and
the trend rate is open to debate,
particularly with the economy
embarking on a so-called transforma-
tion which will invariably involve
transitional costs.

A better trend means more tax
revenue. Underpinning the Treas-
ury’s Budget projections and return
to surplus is an expectation that
potential growth for real GDP is 2.5
per cent per annum.

Potential growth is the economy’s
capacity to grow without putting ex-
cess pressure on inflation. It is the
combination of productivity, labour
and capital inputs, technology, and
natural resources.

The Reserve Bank’s estimate for
potential growth is below 2 per cent.

The difference between the Treas-
ury’s and Reserve Bank’s view of
potential growth is worth $500
million in tax revenue per year and
$2 billion over four years.

The Treasury is projecting growth
in real growth domestic product of
3.3 per cent per year on average
between 2021 and 2025. That is very

strong for an economy that is hitting
capacity constraints, showing signs of
being at maximum sustainable em-
ployment and the tailwind from
housing is fading.

Reducing debt will require spend-
ing restraint. The 2021 Budget flagged
it on two levels.

The first was smaller Budget
packages in the 2022, 2023 and 2024
Budgets relative to what we have
seen in the 2018 to 2021 Budgets.

The future Budget allowance was
set at $2.7b per year for each Budget.

The packages in the past four
Budgets have averaged $3.4b. The
2021 Budget was a $3.8b package
(times four over four years).

The 2018 Budget set an operating
allowance for the 2019 Budget of
$2.4b. It ended up $3.8b.

The 2019 Budget set an operating
allowance for the 2020 Budget of
$2.4b. It ended up $3b.

The 2020 Budget set an operating
allowance for the 2021 Budget of
$2.4b. It ended up $3.8b.

The pattern is consistent.
Budget packages end up being

bigger than what is put in the
forecasts. It is hard to make the
numbers add up when in govern-
ment.

If that pattern continues, and in the
absence of even stronger growth, net
debt (excluding the Reserve Bank’s
FLP) will still be rising as a share of
GDPover thenext fouryears.Net core
Crown debt is also a less useful
indicator than what it used to be with
Crown Entity borrowings rising from
$7b in2019 toaprojected$21b in2025.

The 10-year projections included
in the Fiscal Strategy Report has net
debt falling to 27.8 per cent of GDP
by 2035.

That is based on incredibly tight
spending assumptions. They include
a capital allowance (think infra-
structure) of $4b per year and an
operating allowance of $2b. The latter
is miserly relative to recent spending
trends and the allowance for the
upcoming three Budgets. The capital
allowance is around 20 per cent less
in inflation-adjusted terms than what
was spent between 2010 and 2018.

The likes of Three Waters Reform
will not be cheap, nor the cost of
transitioning the economy to a low
carbon future.

If you put a $3b operating allow-
ance and $5b capital allowance into
Treasury’s Fiscal Strategy Model —
which are tight assumptions relative
to recent history, net government
debt is 41 per cent of GDP in 2035,
not sub 30 per cent.

Managing the fiscal cost of an
ageing population makes it difficult
to get debt down over the coming
years.

New Zealand Superannuation is
currently around half of all welfare
benefit spending. By 2035 it will be
62 per cent of welfare benefit spend-
ing. Getting debt lower is a commend-
able aspiration in this environment.

Ideally, fiscal buffers would be
strengthenedby lower debt over time
giving more capacity to absorb an-
other potential shock.

The new normal does not look to
be getting net debt down to 30 per
cent of GDP as opposed to the old
target of around 20 per cent. It looks
north of 40 per cent and containment
might be as good as it gets.

That sort of level is not an issue.
And we should be focused on using
the borrowing wisely and ensuring
(andmeasuring) payback as opposed
to arbitrary levels anyway.

● CameronBagrie is an independent
economist andmanagingdirector of
BagrieEconomics.

‘Capacity to execute
is a real constraint’
The Budget was political asmuch as it
was economic, writes Sean Keane

Thesimpleheadline thatperhaps
best summarised theBudgetwas
that itwas a “Budget for
Beneficiaries”withmostof the
immediatenews reports focusing
on theadditional $3.3billion in
benefit payments allocatedover the
next fouryears.

Theannouncementwasentirely
inkeepingwith theexpressly stated
governmentobjectiveof reducing
inequality,whilst alsocontinuing
the lessopenly statedpoliciesof
redistributionvia themechanismof
government taxationandspending.

Oneof themost remarkable
things in theBudgetwas that
revenue forecasts fromTreasury
still donot incorporateany
additional revenueestimates from
theGovernment’s recently
announcedhousingpolicychanges.
TheBudget release said: “This is
because somedesign featuresof the
housingchanges are still under
consideration.While it is likely there
will bea revenueuplift fromthese
changes, the sizeof this is subject
to the final designof thepolicy.”

This is quite extraordinarygiven
thepotentiallymeaningful impact
thesedeliberatepolicychanges
mayhaveonproperty transaction
prices, volumesand taxation
payments.

TheBudgetwaspolitical asmuch
aseconomicand the spending
announced is focusedon traditional
LabourPartyareasofhealth, social
securityandhousing.Noonewas
surprisedby that, and it isunlikely
that theRBNZwill change its
forecastsor outlook in response.

Where therewas somemarket

surprisewasaround the sizeof the
government’s bondprogramme.
TheBudget announceda$10b
reduction in its sizeversus theprior
estimate, and thatwason the low
sideofmostmarket expectations.

It is unlikely the sizeor timing
of theannouncedchangeswill have
any immediate impacton the
RBNZ’s large-scale assetpurchase
programmeor that itwill trigger any
change in its policy stance.
Eventually,weexpect itwill beable
to reduce its bondpurchasesand
allow themarket to stepback in
fullywithout theneed for central
banksupport.

Both themarket and theRBNZ
willwatchcarefully to seehow
successful theGovernment is in
executing someof the spending
plans. Capacity to execute is a real
constraint in theeconomywith
bordersmostly closed— the
Governmentmay find it difficult in
someareaswithout squeezingout
theprivate sector at the same time.

TheRBNZwill alsoclosely
monitorhowquickly theuplift in
payments tobeneficiaries get
circulated into theeconomy.All
economicmodelshighlight that
thoseon the lowerendof the
economic incomescaleshavea
higher-than-averagepropensity to
spendandamuch lowerpropensity
to save.TheRBNZandTreasurywill
be looking for signs thehigher
benefit payments arebeing rapidly
consumedandboostingactivity in
thewider economy.
● SeanKeane is founder and
managingdirector ofTripleT
Consulting.

continued from B18

The Reserve Bank is coming full circle
its effects on asset prices, the RBNZ
shall now also consider house prices
in its policy actions.

That makes it three-and-a-half
official goals.

For conventional central bankers,
these would probably be two-and-
a-half goals too many. In Brash’s time
(or in Alan Bollard’s or Graeme
Wheeler’s, for that matter), price stab-
ility was what the RBNZ was about.

Not so under Governor Orr. In-
deed, thepoliticisationofRBNZpolicy
may not have gone far enough for the
RBNZ leadership. It thus engages in

policies which, though perhaps com-
mendable on their own, have little to
do with central banking.

Going through the list of theRBNZ’s
recent media releases, we can see
how it focuses on other matters. And
so it makes its views known on
housing, climate change, or the Māori
economy, as if it held a mandate or
the policy levers in these matters.

To be fair, many central banks
around the world have jumped on
fashionable bandwagons. The Euro-
pean Central Bank goes on about the
green economy and diversity. The
Federal Reserve stresses the import-
ance of diversity and inclusion in the

workplace. And even the Bank of
Japan has joined the Network for
Greening the Financial System.

The difference seems to be that for
many other central banks, such non-
monetary initiatives are essentially
lip service. The RBNZ, however,
means it. So busy is it now with all
its non-monetary policy commit-
ments that critics like ex-RBNZofficial
Michael Reddell keep taunting the
Bank for not properly setting out its
monetary policy thinking.

However, the real problem is that
central banks not focused on price
stabilitywill not deliver price stability,
either. And central banks following

political goals and acting politically
will become politically compromised
institutions.

That is not just a truism, but the
lesson New Zealand painfully learnt
in Muldoon’s time. When Brash re-
ferred to the failures of the RBNZ
under Muldoon, these were the fail-
ures of a politicised central bank.

The remedy: removing the RBNZ
from the political process via the
Reserve Bank Act of 1989.

As Brash explained back in 1996,
the intention was to Muldoon-proof
the RBNZ.

Today, 25 years later, we see that
it did not last. Reforms of the past

have been undone by a Government
imposing non-monetary goals on the
RBNZ and a complicit RBNZ leader-
ship all-too-willingly accepting new
roles as demi-politicians.

If experience is anything to go by,
the new RBNZ era will end in tears
and inflation and it will take another
Minister of Finance, and another
RBNZ Governor, to clean up themess.
And whoever it may be, they will be
able to giveaHayek lecture sometime
in the 2030s.

● DrOliverHartwich is theExecutive
Director ofTheNewZealand Initiative
(www.nzinitiative.org.nz).
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The co-operative conundrum
A one-size fits all compulsory capital
structure doesn’t work for Fonterra

Fonterra chairman Peter McBride is overseeing shareholder consultation on
a proposed capital restructure. continued on B21

F onterra’s farmer-ownerswant
to have their cake and eat it
too, says chairman Peter
McBride, as New Zealand’s

biggest business continues a gritty
shareholder consultation on a
proposed capital restructure.

Nearly 50 meetings into the first
stage of the consultation, McBride
notes a “misalignment” between the
corporatisation leanings of some
farmers and a will to retain the Holy
Grail of an inter-generational farmer-
owned and controlled co-operative.

“On one hand there’s the (desire for
an) intergenerational business or co-
operative with new farmers coming
in and on the other hand the desire
of some farmers to maximise the
share price. As I’ve previously said,
those two objectives or outcomes are
incongruous.

“As a co-op we have to decide
which one of those two outcomes is
most important to us — at themoment
we want to have our cake and eat it
too. We have to make a choice.”

McBride’s not surprised by the
mixed sentiment.

But given the diversity and range
of ages and stages, objectives, goals

and aspirations among shareholders 
and suppliers, a one-size fits all com-
pulsory capital structure doesn’t 
work, he says. “We have a shared 
problem. When you go to cater for all 
that it becomes problematic again. 
We’ve got to work out what is the most 
overwhelming objective.”

So far around 4000 farmers have 
turned out to meetings with Fonterra 
leaders to discuss the board’s pre-
ferred option for a capital restructure 
of the $20 billion revenue dairy ex-
porter.

The overarching aim is to ensure 
Fonterra has a sustainable critical 
mass milk supply to support a new 
business strategy which prioritises the 
value of New Zealand milk.

At first blush the proposal has had 
a negative response among Fonterra’s 
10,000 farmers.

The share price of the farmers-only 
Fonterra Co-operative Group share 
trading market has dived 23 per cent 
on one month ago, and in the aligned 
Fonterra Shareholders’ Fund, which 
offers dividend-carrying, non-voting 
units in farmer-owned shares, the 
price is down 15 per cent.

To understand why, it’s necessary 
to digest the board’s proposal — some-
thing McBride says some farmers 
hadn’t done before they turned out 
to meetings. Perspectives have 
changed with deeper understanding, 
he says.

Essentially the proposal is to relax 
Fonterra’s share standard so that sup-
plying farmers only have to buy one

share for every four kilograms of milk
solids supplied instead of the current
one share for one kg, and either axe
the Fonterra Shareholders’ Fund or
cap it.

Reducing the share standard, the
board says, would offer farmers the
flexibility they’ve been calling for over
their capital exposure to Fonterra —
$8b in the past decade for disappoint-
ing returns.

The level of capital investment
now requiredmakes it challenging for
new farmers to join and can be a
major factor for existing farmers in
deciding to leave so they can pay
down debt or invest in other things.

The latter scenario can be a real
challenge for succession, forcing dif-
ficult decisions when a farm business
transitions from one generation to the
next.

At a share price of say $5/kg, a
farmer supplying 150,000kg milk
solids has $750,000 invested in
Fonterra. A stronger financial per-
formance only increases the required
investment and further tempts
farmers away to dairy processors
which don’t require shares.

But providing more investment
flexibility raises a constitutional issue
which the board seeks to addresswith
the second leg of their proposal — to
axe or cap the shareholders fund.

Their concern is that if capital
investment demand is reduced, the
co-operative’s constitutional thresh-
olds, designed to balance the interests
of farmer-owners and outside in-
vestors in the fund, could be exceed-
ed within the next five or so years,
putting farmer ownership and control
at risk.

Capital
Markets
Andrea Fox
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Financial empowerment for all
Sharesies’ quest is to provide its customers with access and exposure to global markets anywhere, any time

Most popular
Sharesies investor
stocks bymarket
New Zealand

1
Air New Zealand

2
A2Milk

3
Sky Network

United States

1
Tesla

2
Gamestop Corporation

3
Apple

Australia

1
Xero

2
Imugene

3
Bailador Technology

Sharesies co-founders Sonya Williams (left) and Leighton and Brooke
Roberts (below) who have moved to Australia to drive expansion there.

O nline platform Sharesies is
developing a sizeable co-
hort of engaged and
enquiring customers and

progressively helping them to grow
in confidence and sophistication as
independent decision-makers build-
ing investment portfolios.

Lending a helping hand to these
clients through education and en-
gagement, and a diverse suite of
product offerings, has been awinning
formula for the four-year-old com-
pany, particularly in the past year.

With $1.3 billion of funds now
under management, Sharesies has
350,000 customers — five timesmore
than a year ago. Sharesies has been
offering access to NZ and US shares
since its foundation in 2017, and is
now adding Australian shares to that
mix.

Since April, customers have been
able to choose from thousands of
companies and exchange-traded
funds on the Australian Stock
Exchange (ASX). The move is part of
Sharesies’ quest to provide its cus-
tomers with increased access and
exposure to global markets from any-
where at any time.

Providing access to the ASXwould
have happened earlier were it not for
the intervention of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, but now that it’s available,
there’s keen investor interest.

Sharesies co-founders and hus-
band and wife Leighton and Brooke
Roberts have moved to Australia to
drive their expansion there, while
another co-founder, Sonya Williams,
remains in NZ.

Sharesies is working towards
obtaining its own financial services
licence in Australia, and in the mean-
time is using another financial
services provider tooffer its products.

Back here, it’s the pandemic which
has fuelled the growth and the yearn-
ing Sharesies customers have for
learning more about investment in a
multiplicity of companies.

The concept of investors making
decisions for themselves and buying
shares direct online feels like a fresh
and innovative concept for New Zea-
land, but it has its genesis in the 1980s,

Enter the 1987 sharemarket crash,
when Mum and Dad investors were
hit hard. Recovery from that seminal
financial depression has been slow,
but is clearly picking up pace in 2021.

Sharesies customers and those of
similar online platforms are part of a

global trend spawned by Covid for
them to bemoremobile and portable,
and increased stock affordability dur-
ing a bearish period inworldmarkets.

Their emergence has been a boon
for the NZX as interest and invest-
ment by small investors coattails on
NZ companies strengthening their
balance sheets through capital raising
to withstand the pressure caused by
the chilly economic winds of Covid.

The creation of a “financially-
empowered” generation in New Zea-
land, by fostering wealth develop-
ment through assisting customers to
actively grow diversified investment
portfolios is Sharesiesmain reason for
being, Williams says.

Wealth development, as opposed

to wealth management, is another.
“That’s what keeps us all going. We

work on the basis that someone with
$5 can have the same investment
opportunities as someone with $5
million.”

This approach will be music to the
ears of advocates for improved fin-
ancial literary in this country.
Sharesies hosts weekly webinars
fronted by CEOS and market com-
mentators facilitate Q and A sessions
once the guests have completed their
presentation. Williams says hearing
directly from CEOs about their com-
panies, their challenges, and what
drives them is valuable for people
deciding whether to invest in a par-
ticular stock.

Part of the current Sharesies ethos
is encouragingpeople fromacross the
demographic spectrum to develop
belief and confidence in their cap-
acity and ability to be a committed
and intelligent investor.

First though, education has been
the key — helping people understand
shares and how to invest in them.
From here, the topsy-like growth has
emerged.

“Now, the next stage of our evo-
lution, with people being more ready
and comfortable to consider invest-
ment as part of their wealth picture
is for them to decide how confident
they are, and how to keep going at
it.

“Wealth development means pick-

ing an amount you can afford, and
investing on a regular basis. We see
that continuing on the platform now
with a move from fund investment
to company investment.”

“People are considering how com-
panies fit as part of their investment
portfolio, which from a confidence
point of view, is a big step.”

This is where the webinars and
other forms of ongoing support and
education kick in to ensure that des-
pite the independence they have to
make their own decisions, customers
aren’t left completely on their own.

“You don’t need to know it all on
day one. I’m a big fan of learning by
doing — an expert happens one day
at a time,” Williams says.

Sharesies encourages its cus-
tomers to “get stuck in and get com-
fortable” — and then move onto the
next stage of adding companies to a
portfolio or dipping their toes into
global exchanges.

“It gives investorsmore choice and
more diversified portfolios. it’s fasci-
nating for them to be able to invest
in these global companies and things
that are aligned to their interests.

“Making sure our investors are on
that journey to grow their wealth in
a meaningful way is a large part of
our focus. Itmeans reallyunderstand-
ing the challenges they face, what
their next questions are, and working
out how we’re going to solve that.

“It could be by building a new suite
of products or education and engage-
ment —wehave a lot available to help
solve some of these problems — it
won’t all happen in one go.”

Surveys and interviews Sharesies
has done with its inventors and non-
Sharesies customers alike have re-
vealed a strong desire to invest, but
a reluctance to do so due to a dearth
of confidence and knowledge. Nearly
half of Kiwis (45 per cent) are taking
steps to educate themselves online,
compared to 76 per cent of Sharesies
investors.

Sharesies has foundwhen it comes
to attitudes about money, Kiwis (in-
cluding Sharesies investors) are keen
to plan for the future, find dealing
withmoney interesting, and feel their
spending is under control.

During the pandemic, Kiwis have
been careful with their spending,
whilst setting clear goals for their
money.

The wealth development strategy
expounded by Williams and her
colleagues has paid dividends given
85 per cent of their investors say they
would apply their savings to buying
shares, compared to just 33 per cent
for non-Sharesies investors.

These figures indicate fertile
ground exists to entice these erst-
while “non-believers” into the
Sharesies fold.

Capital
Markets
Mark Peart

Fonterra’s future: the co-operative conundrum
continued from B20

Without making any other changes
to capital structure, the thresholds
could be quickly exceeded, because
farmers would be able to hold fewer
shares, and non-farmers invest more
through the fund.

The fund size, currently capped at
$500m, could grow if milk supply
falls. Nationally, milk production is
flatlining and expected to decrease
under pressure from regulatory
changes, climate change impacts and
alternative land use.

Now when milk supply falls, the
number of Fonterra “wet” shares on
issue — those backing milk supply —
decreases, and the number of “dry”
shares — surplus to milk supply —
increase by the same amount. These
dry shares can be exchanged into

units at any time, increasing the
potential size of the fund.

To stay within thresholds, Fon-
terra would need to buy back shares
or units, creating an uncertain de-
mand on its capital and potentially
affecting strategy and growth. The
board says buybacks could cost
shareholders up to $1.2 billion over
the next 10 years. As it is, the proposal
will require a buyback.

The size of the fund has been
cappedwhile consultation continues,
by suspending shares in the farmer-
only trading market from being exch-
anged intounits in the fund.Outsiders
can continue to buy units. The pro-
posal to remove a source of invest-
ment demand has prompted calls for
caution from market observers.

Jarden investment bank head of
institutional research Arie Dekker

predicted early that it would not be
popular with all farmers, and could
underminewhat theboardwas trying
to achieve in capturing a critical mass
milk supply for the future.

“It creates issues because the capi-
tal base of the co-operative remains
the same, at the same time they’re
putting something forwardwhichwill
allow farmers to reduce the number
of shares they hold,” he said.

McBride acknowledges the share
price has fallen in response to the
prospect of a restricted market, but
says themarket is thin and uncertain.
He believes it’s a short-term reaction.

The fund recommendation is not
one the board has made lightly, he
says, but “kicking the can down the
road” for future governors and
owners to deal with isn’t an option.

There will be another round of

meetings with farmers next month
with feedback consolidated in July,
to form the base for more consul-
tations in August and September.

Meanwhile, McBride says there
seems to be a general consensus that
the capital structure needs to be
addressed to financially sustain fu-
ture generations. Farmers have come
up with “some really good and inter-
esting” ideas which will be formally
considered.

Whatever the restructure model,
everything hinges on Fonterra’s fin-
ancial performance, he says. The
board wants to put the final proposal
to a farmer vote in November.

It would require 75 per cent sup-
port, plus a tick from the administrat-
ive board of the fund. But the timeline
isn’t set in concrete. McBride is
anxious the consultation process is

thoroughly inclusive and worthy of
the name.

Everyone seems anxious to avoid
a repeat of thedivisive andyears-long
process that led to the 2012 introduc-
tion of the present capital structure,
Trading Among Farmers (Taf).

What some saw as a thinly
disguised effort by the then-board to
list Fonterra, and aggressively pro-
moted as a counter to share “redemp-
tion risk” during a time of soaringmilk
production and emerging processing
competition, resulted in the com-
promise hybrid we see today.

McBride says the second stage of
consultation later in the year doesn’t
mean that’s the end of the process.

“We have to work out how we
cater for this broad anddiverse share-
holder group. It’s a really, really im-
portant decision.”
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Satisfying the small investors
HobsonWealth has no intention of broadening its horizon;

it’s happy looking after Mum and Dad investments

Warren
Couillault: “A lot
of money needs
advice, and
financial advice
is valuable and
hard to get for
people with
smaller
balances.”

Somuch happens
so quickly in the

technology sector
and it can also get to
themarket quicker.
It just seems to keep

on going.
Warren Couillault, chair and chief

executive of HobsonWealth

N early five years after buying
Macquarie Private Wealth
New Zealand and renaming
it Hobson Wealth, Warren

Couillault has doubled the size of his
business. It coincided with a surge of
renewed interest in the sharemarket.

Hobson Wealth runs four offices
and a team of more than 80 staff in
New Zealand, up from 54 people in
2016, and handles more than $3
billion assets under management for
about 2000 clients.

“The growth has accelerated over
the past 12 to 18 months, and we’ve
built a nice boutique private wealth
advisory firm,” says chair and chief
executive Couillault, who previously
spent nearly six years at Fisher Funds
as an analyst and chief investment
officer.

“I’ve no aspiration to broaden out
in the market. I just want to stay
focused on private wealth and look
after the Mum and Dad investors and
KiwiSaver savings. That’s what I like.

“A lot of money needs advice, and
financial advice is valuable and hard
to get for people with smaller
balances. We work closely with all
our clients and make sure they are
looked after — whether they have
$200,000 or $2 million to invest.”

Hobson Wealth clients’ worth
range from $100,000 to $50m — with
an average of $1.5m to $2m of assets
— and their wealth goes into
individually-structured portfolios of
shares and bonds based on their
investment needs and risk profile.

The firm charges a fee of up to 1.5
per cent a year for advising, reporting
and managing clients’ assets.

Hobson Wealth constructs
portfolios based on long-term model-
ling and data showing risk-adjusted
returns on different asset classes. If
a client is looking for a higher growth
investment, for example, the portfolio
would have a bigger allocation of

international equities than New Zea-
land bonds. On the other hand, a
client wanting more safety and re-
assurance would have a stronger
investment in bonds complemented
with equities.

“We don’t chase the hot things,
such as bitcoin — though some clients
are interested in it — and we favour
asset diversification so the portfolio
is not vulnerable to any particular
trend at the time,” says Couillault.

“What I’ve found is that slow but
steady wins and compounding
returns lead the race over time.

“You need to keep a steady hand
on the tiller and not be flighty with
investments by switching from one
place to another, but also take the
opportunities when they arise.”

Couillault says investing is tricky.
“There’s lots of information and mov-
ing parts, and that’s why professional
advice to filter the information is very
valuable.

“Look at the amount of KiwiSaver
money that was switched from
growth to conservative schemes dur-
ing the Covid lockdown, I think it was
$1.5 billion — they did this in the
absence of solid advice. The market
bounced back quickly and it will take
years for them to catch up returns-
wise.

“That was a serious amount of
money and they are long term savers.

“I’m an ‘old’ guy who has seen big
sell-offs before and know they re-
cover over time. In the midst of the
equity sell-off in March/April last
year, I thought the financial markets
would stay subdued for at least a
year. I didn’t expect the market to

fully recover and more within four
to five months. Sometimes it’s good
to be wrong.

“The best thing for clients is to stay
in touch with the adviser who can
work out what the best strategy is for
them.”

Couillault says the low interest
rates prompted and spurted the in-
terest in equity markets. “Anyone
with a term deposit at the bank will
be lucky to get 1 per cent, and that’s
not much on your hard-earned sav-
ings. You have to look around and
find something better.”

He doesn’t believe inflation will
spike and stay high, and interest rates
may (eventually) move within one
per cent or so from the current low
base. “It won’t be like the old days
when interest rates were 7, 8 per cent
and into the 10s. The low rates will
keep driving interest in other types
of assets.”

Hobson Wealth is moving into
funds management by introducing
the Navigator series, and it has estab-
lished the Koura KiwiSaver scheme
with online advice and tools. Koura
charges a 0.63 per cent fee for its
scheme, with a $30 annual member-
ship for customers over 18.

The Navigator series has three
funds — New Zealand Equity, Inter-
national Growth and New Zealand
Fixed Interest — and Hobson
combines percentages of each fund
to suit investors’ requirements.

There are five levels of risk or
investment models: conservative
(7.46 per cent return for year ending
December), moderate (8.49 per cent),
balanced (9.36 per cent), growth (10.15

per cent), and high growth (10.27 per
cent). A moderate allocation, for in-
stance, would be 22 per cent in each
of the NZ Equity and International
Growth funds and 56 per cent in NZ
Fixed Interest.

The funds cater for the Mum and
Dad investors. “If you have $200,000
to invest, it’s hard to get 50 securities
in New Zealand and around the
world. The cost of doing that and
administering it is too hard,”
Couillault says.

“But if you can put thatmoney into
a fund with other people, then you
get cost efficiency, scale and a diver-
sified portfolio. Our funds manage-
ment is still in its infancy and is a very
small part of the $3b assets. It’s been
going 18 months and will take three
years to get up and running properly,”
he says.

And where does he find invest-
ment opportunities? “The technology
sector has been a big theme over the
past few years — and for the years
to come. Somuchhappens so quickly
in that sector and it can also get to
the market quicker. It just seems to
keep on going.”

Couillault also likes thehealthcare/
medical devices, and retirement vil-
lage sectors. “New Zealand has good
retirement village companies with
strong management, and there is still
excessdemand fornewvillages. They
are also a property play, it’s a niche
sector and it’s close to home.”

One of the things he finds interest-
ing with equity markets is that in-
vestors often fall out of favour with
certain sectors, even rashly. “Take
retail — people said bricks andmortar
strip shopping was dead because of
the disruptive online buying. There
hasn’t been a wholesale collapse,
businesses have adapted to the de-
liverychanges and retail hasbounced
back, providing future investment
opportunities,” says Couillault.

Capital
Markets
Graham
Skellern
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Unleashing the power of employee ownership
In 1994, Direct Capital was established
with the sole purpose of investing into
New Zealand’s most important asset
class, the private company market.

Central to its investment approach
has been the establishment of genuine
and effective partnerships with the
shareholders and employees of the
more than 70 companies in which it
has invested.

Key to its partnership philosophy is
Direct Capital’s employee share owner-
ship model where staff are invited to
subscribe for shares, often enhanced
through interest free loans providedby
the company.

Traditional option scheme
arrangements tend to be asymmetrical
between shareholders and manage-
ment in the allocation of risk and

reward. Executives do not invest per-
sonal capital in the business until
exercising their vested options and
only do so if the company’s share price
has appreciated beyond a required
strike price. Unsurprisingly, it can
favour a greater degree of risk taking
in the business.

The benefit of an employee share
scheme is that staff participate in the
same capital flows as other share-
holders – capital investment but also
imputed dividends. A well-designed
scheme, and one in which employees
commit personal capital, will see staff
takeon abroader shareholder perspec-
tive to the decisions they make, bal-
ancing both risk and reward potential.

The gain to the business is not only
financial. The mana of being an em-

ployee shareholder is significant and
empowering. It changes the culture of
an organisation, enhancing the sense
of partnership and common purpose
between shareholders, the board and
employees. “I’m a shareholder as well,
you know” is a powerful statement of
equity, in both its narrow and broader
interpretations.

The benefit is greatest when em-
ployee ownership is extended beyond
senior managers to include broader
staff participation within the
constraints of regulatory compliance.

In one of Direct Capital’s more re-
cent investments, the July 2020 acqui-
sition of a 40 per cent minority share-
holding in Caci Group, the employee
ownership scheme was welcomed by
founders and majority shareholders

David and Jackie Smith. The opportun-
ity to include their employees, each of
whom is central to the continuing
growth and success of the business,
was compelling. Of course, employees
will each consider their own circum-
stances. Evenwithnominimuminvest-
ment, not everyone has an interest in
becoming an employee shareholder,
and many will have financial
obligations that limit their ability to
participate.

That more than 60 per cent of Caci
staff took up the opportunity to be-
come shareholders in the business is
a testimony to the company’s culture
of success, and an endorsement of its
clear strategic goals and a shared pur-
pose in achieving them.

— Gavin Lonergan

CAPITALMARKETS

The case for staying private
Formany private company owners the question hasmorphed
from ‘why not list?’ to ‘why?’, writesGavin Lonergan

The $100 million Ryman James Wattie retirement village under construction in Havelock North.

W ith local equity markets
trading at all-time highs
and continuing strong
demand from insti-

tutional and retail investors for IPOs,
expectations have been high that a
greater number of private companies
would make the transition onto the
listed market.

There is no lack of high-quality
private companies that are of a size
and status where listing would be
welcomed by investors. And yet the
list of “companies that could” con-
tinues tohighlight thepotential rather
than the reality.

New Zealand’s private equity in-
dustry is well-established and today,
company owners have more flexible
options for raising growth capital or
managing ownership succession. But
the decision to list is more complex
than capital planning or providing
liquidity for shareholders. The de-
cision is highly strategic but for many
private company owners the ques-
tionhasmorphed from“Whynot list?”
to “Why?”.

In remaining private and resolving
capital requirements through part-
nership with a private company in-
vestor such as Direct Capital, share-
holders retain control of key strategic
decisions. The company’s directors
are typically also its shareholders or
their direct appointees.

Private company shareholders
can sell downapartial stake, releasing
personal capital but retaining a sig-
nificant shareholding free of the regu-
latory restrictions that apply to simi-
larly held shareholdings in public
companies.

Private companies retain the
ability to act strategically, taking a
long-term view without the con-
straint of meeting short-term market
guidance and continuous disclosure
obligations. Few companies advance
ona straight line to success, but public
markets have limited patience for
missed targets, or strategies that re-
quire a step-change investment in
capital or time. Moreover, disclosing
a company’s strategic plan to com-
petitors usually results in a strategic
disadvantage. If the past 12 months
have taught company owners any-
thing, it is the importance of being
flexible and adapting to change.

Perhaps the greatest advantage
private companies have in remaining
privately owned, is the ability to
closely align the interests of both
shareholders and management.

In the 27 years since Direct Capital
began investing inprivate companies,
there have been few instances in
which key managers were not also
shareholders in the business or
invited to participate in company
ownership through an employee
share scheme. Indeed, these schemes
are often extended to include a large
number of employees and in some
cases all staff. The mana of being an
employee shareholder together with
the opportunity for creating personal

wealth beyond a salary remain
powerful incentives for aligningman-
agement and staff with the long-term
objectives of shareholders. The posi-
tive impact on company culture is
significant. This is in contrast to public
company executive life in which
tenures are often brief, heavily influ-
enced by career objectives and
where incentive schemes are often
poorly aligned with creating long-
term shareholder value.

Taken together, these advantages
of remaining private are compelling,
and when combined with the intro-
duction of new capital for growth,
have driven the success of private
company investment in New Zea-
land.

The role of private equity is to fund
a step-change in growth but, of
course, this can also be achieved
through raising capital via a public
offering. Enabling shareholder liquid-
ity is an obvious benefit for a com-

pany to pursue a public listing along
with gaining access to an evendeeper
pool of capital.

But sizematters. Achievingmarket
capitalisation and free-float
thresholds that attract independent
broker coverage and institutional in-
vestor support is critical. Being listed
but illiquid is the worst of all out-
comes.

Size factors aside, the issue is not
as simple as choosing one over the
other. Most private companies are
owned by families or small groups of
shareholders. Owners are typically
private individuals who prefer to
downplay their financial success and
the desire for continued privacy is a
common trait. For these owners, the
thought of fronting a public company
is usually low on their wish list.

Beyond capital, private equity
offers a unique secondary role in
assisting owners plan their suc-
cession, usually over a period of

several years. It is through this tran-
sition that private equity can play an
important role assisting a company
to ready itself for a successful public
listing if this meets the company’s
longer term strategic goals.

This can include introducing new
management to help transition busi-
ness founders to non-executive roles,
building depth within the existing
management team, ensuring appro-
priate governance structures are
well-established, mitigating key busi-
ness risks, and developing the finan-
cial reporting and forecasting capa-
bility required of a public company.
These are all examples of the
transitions that private companies
find much easier in partnership with
an experienced private company in-
vestor — and these benefits accrue
whether or not the company
completes an IPO.

This is a role that Direct Capital has
provided to its private companies

over many years — the listings of
Ryman Healthcare, Nobilo Wines,
Scales Corporation and New Zealand
King Salmon are all good examples
of successful transition from private
to public ownership.

Far from crowding out new listings
for the NZX, private equity adds to
the depth of New Zealand’s capital
markets. It creates additional oppor-
tunities for successful private com-
panies in New Zealand to consider
listing on the NZX if doing so is
consistent with achieving the com-
pany’s strategic objectives.

Remaining privately owned will
continue to be the appropriate struc-
ture for most private companies.

For those companies that do have
an IPO on their list of strategic goals,
private equity offers a compelling
pathway to achieving it.

● GavinLonergan is adirector of
DirectCapital.

Direct Capital
Established in 1994,Direct

Capital has raisedmore than$1.7
billion in capital for investment into
over 70ofNewZealand’s best-
knownandmost successful
businesses, including thenow-NZX
listedRymanHealthcare, Scales
Corporation, andNewZealandKing
Salmon.DirectCapital’s current
portfolio includesMondialeVGL,
BecaGroup,ASColour, TRGroup,
PerpetualGuardian,Qestral
Corporation, CaciGroup, Bayleys
Real Estate, andPFOlsenwho
togetherhaveannual revenuesof
more than$2.8bandemployover
7,500people.
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‘The Castle and the Kitchen’
Thomas Gibbons

Behind the
scenes, the

scullery hides the
dirty dishes. And
with unit titles,
there aremany
dirty dishes that
needmore than

sunlight to
disinfect.

Thomas Gibbons

W e have a strong architec-
ture in place for the regu-
lation of financial
markets, with robust

rules around disclosure, governance,
and the mechanics of investment. The
financial markets system acknow-
ledges and regulates the manymarket
participants — issuers, brokers, in-
vestors. The disclosure regime
ensures that sunlight disinfects. The
Financial Markets Authority provides
strong and proactive oversight.

The system is a fortress, or perhaps
a castle. Those involved can look
through the sky from their respective
positions and see dangers coming. We
designed a system carefully with the
needs of different parties in mind, and
it works well. We trust the building,
and we trust the architecture.

If financial markets regulation is
like a castle, then unit titles regulation
is more like a kitchen. A kitchen needs
good wiring, good ventilation, and
needs to be clean. A kitchen is more
common than a castle, and we don’t
need to think too hard to picture a
kitchen, because we pretty much all
have one. Most of us spend a lot of
time there, because it’s a critical part
of the home. And there lies part of the
problem. We can all see the castle —
it’s public and prominent. But the
kitchen is treated as private, and no
one wants to have too strong a view
on anyone else’s kitchen.

There aremany improvements that
can be made to the average kitchen,
and unit titles reform is like a kitchen
renovation. Unfortunately, on this oc-
casion, the surfaces are gleaming, the
napkins are folded, and the table is set.
Ostensibly, all is in place. But behind

the scenes, the scullery hides the dirty
dishes. And with unit titles, there are
manydirtydishes thatneedmore than
sunlight to disinfect.

It may strain the metaphor to call
the Unit Titles (Strengthening Body
Corporate Governance andOtherMat-
ters) Amendment Bill a mouthful, but
it is. And the Bill achieves a lot of good,
with changes to upfront disclosure,
more guidance on the practices of
body corporate committees and
managers, clearer rules around
conflicts of interest, and a few nods
to thenotion that a 2unit development
is very, very different from a “village”
of 400 units or more.

That’s what a big body corporate is
— a small village. In Australia, bodies
corporate are called the “fourth tier of
government”. InNewZealand,we can’t
seem to deal with the idea that a unit

title development is a community.
Any community will have disagree-
ments within it. But any community
also serves a greater good, one that
exists beyond those disagreements.

There are four things unit titles law
needs to do better on:

● First, there is a need for a regu-
lator, or more accurately an overseer.
When the Unit Titles Act 2010 was set
up, MBIE was charged with oversight,
but this role has largely been ignored.
Many overseas jurisdictions have a
role equivalent to a Commissioner of
Unit Titles, helping ensure that bodies
corporate are properly overseen by a
well-funded government body. This is
missing in New Zealand, which essen-
tially relies on a large body of volun-
teers, coupledwith professionalmana-
gers. Amoreproactive overseerwould
ensure bodies corporate and commit-

tees could get the help and support
they need — and also the accountabil-
ity they need.

● Second, there is a need for better
recognition of the need for good
governance. Committees administer
significant assets, with buildings often
having values in the tens of millions,
and with critical private infrastructure
in place.

More professional governance can
be achieved both through education
(and probably credentialing), but also
through allowing body corporates the
kind of governance that exists in large
companies, with boardmembers retir-
ing by rotation to ensure both continu-
ity and change. At the moment, com-
mittees are re-elected every year,
sometimes sooner, and sometimes on
specious promises.

Robust governance is critical to
these communities, and the legal
frameworks need to allow for this.

● Third, there is a need for an
infringement system. If someone
breaches a body corporate rule, then
the key avenue for recourse is an
application to the Tenancy Tribunal.
This process is cumbersome, slow,
expensive, and impractical for spot
breaches (for example, if someone
breaches a no-smoking rule).

Allowing a body corporate to act
quickly when rules are breached, to
issue infringement notices, and to fine
owners, would help every body cor-
porate do its business better. And of
course, legal avenues for owners who
felt they were treated unfairly could
be improved as well.

● Fourth, there is a need for better
disclosure, balanced against an
acknowledgement that disclosure isn’t
everything. There is plenty of research
showing that no matter how much

paperwork you give to purchasers,
they won’t read it unless it’s clear and
direct.With financialmarkets,we care-
fully target basic disclosure towards
what is needed, and try to avoid going
too far. The same approach is needed
with unit titles — disclose this far, and
no further.

Too often, analysis of unit title
issues gets hung up on the rights of
the individual unit owners. The courts
haven’t helped: too often they talk of
“fundamentals” as a sort of justification
for recalcitrance.

Every community needs to recog-
nise the rights of individuals as well
as the interests of the greater good;
however, a community that fails to
recognise the greater good and the
needs of the whole is scarcely a com-
munity at all.

But the balance between the good
of the one and the good of the many
is a false dichotomy. What is needed
is a better degree of governance, over-
sight, and regulation at all levels. We
need a regulator who can act
proactively.Weneed committeeswho
are set up to do their job properly. We
need bodies corporate to have good
remedies against bad owners. And we
need everyone to be better and more
directly informed.

Our unit title population isn’t yet a
team of five million, but it’s approach-
ing a village of one million. These
owners, investors, occupiers, commit-
tee members, managers and others
deserve a framework that is robust.

Their homes, workplaces, and
investments should be both a house
and a castle, not a kitchen hiding dirty
secrets.
● ThomasGibbons is a specialist
property and resourcemanagement
lawyer andexpert on theUTA.
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Climate risk on the agenda
Amandatory climate-related financial disclosure regimewill push New Zealand entities to the forefront of
reporting on risks posed to their operations by climate change, writes Jim McElwain

Subject to parliamentary approval, mandatory disclosures will apply to listed companies, and large

than $1 billion in assets. Entities will be required to publish a separate climate statement from 2023 that
includes 3rd party assurance for greenhouse gas emission disclosures.

Developing the Standards
The standards developed by the External Reporting Board (XRB) will be
based on the Financial Stability Board Taskforce on Climate Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) Framework, which includes 11 disclosure areas across
the following four themes:

Risks & Opportunities

Email: climate@xrb.govt.nz
Visit: xrb.govt.nz/extended-external-reporting/climate-related-disclosures
Follow: linkedin.com/company/external-reporting-board

Climate Related Disclosures

Connect &
Stay up to date

Governance

Strategy

Metrics &
Targets

Risk
Management

AT A GLANCE

Investors, consumers, and governments are increasingly
demanding businesses demonstrate how they take
responsibility and apply foresight when considering
climate issues. Companies that dawdle may become less
attractive to investors and may struggle to secure capital.

Companies that embrace climate-related reporting will
be well positioned to take advantage of the commercial
opportunities presented by the transition to a more
sustainable, low emissions economy.

Governance
Governance of climate-related
risks and opportunities

Strategy
Actual and potential impacts
of climate-related risks and
opportunities on business, strategy

Risk Management
Process used to identify, assess
and manage climate-related risks

Metrics & Targets
Metrics and targets used to assess
and manage relevant climate-
related risks and opportunities.

• e.g. transport, asset and energy use gains

Products and services
• Research, development and innovation

Markets
•

Resilience
•

Transitional risks
• Policy and legal
• Reputational
• Market
• Technology

Physical risks
• Extreme weather events
• Changing weather patterns,

rising temperatures and
sea levels

The XRB will develop the standards
in an iterative and collaborative
way. This will include talking with
and listening to:

Investors to understand your
information needs

Preparers to assess what data
and information challenges you
may experience

Assurance providers to understand

emerge when conducting
assurance

Māori to support the application
of a te ao Māori world view to
this mahi

Industry to clarify whether different
industries will require different

Adapted from the Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) framework

Climate change adaptation and mitigation
are predicted to generate investment
opportunities worth up to $26 trillion
globally between now and 2030.

‘Themandatory climate-
related financial

disclosure regime is
designed to not only put
climate change squarely

on the agenda of
businesses, but also

provide a framework in
which they can assess

and understand the risks
and declare how they

will respond.’
JimMcElwain

Infinz executive director
Jim McElwain kicks off the
2021 Infinz Awards.

N ew Zealand has a target to
be carbon neutral by 2050
— a vision that will take
many, large strides to real-

ise.
One major step on the finance

sector’s journey to meet the
challenges posed by climate change
was signalled late last year, when
Climate ChangeMinister James Shaw
announced an intention to introduce
amandatory climate-related financial
disclosure regime.

If approved, through an amend-
ment to the Financial Markets Con-
duct Act, New Zealand will become
the first country in the world to
introduce such a regime — and our
businesseswill find themselves at the
forefront of the brave new world of
climate reporting.

Climate change poses real and
escalating risks to business. We’re
already seeing the impact of an in-
creasing frequencyof severeweather
events on many industries, for ex-
ample, but there aremany other risks
— from stranded assets and increased
regulation, to reputational damage
and increased liabilities.

Currently, however, most New
Zealand businesses have limited
understanding of the risks posed to
them by climate change. And those
few that do report on these factors,
do so in a range of ways, making it
difficult to gain a cohesive national
picture of progress.

The mandatory climate-related
financial disclosure regime is de-
signed to not only put climate change
squarely on the agenda of businesses,
but also provide a framework in
which they can assess and under-
stand the risks and declare how they
will respond.

Aimed at publicly listed com-
panies, as well as major banks,
insurers, non-bank deposit takers and
investment managers, around 200
entities will likely be subject to the
regime. This collective reporting ef-
fort is expected to help de-carbonise
investments, and transition us to the
low-carbon economywemust create
if we’re to meet our international
obligations to address climate
change.

Current timeframes indicate that
entities would need to start making
climate-related financial disclosures
for financial years beginning in 2022,
meaning that for many, there is less
than fifteen months before the first
reporting period commences.

So what will climate change
reporting look like?
XRB (the External Reporting Board) is
currently developing the Financial
Reporting Standard for climate-
related financial disclosures, which
will outline reporting requirements.

It’s expected that the standard will
bebasedon theTaskforceonClimate-
related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
framework, which is considered glo-
bal best practice for climate risk
reporting, as well as international
developments in this area.

The TCFD framework is based on
four key themes for climate reporting
— governance, strategy, risk manage-
ment, and metrics and targets — with
11 disclosures recommended under
each.

While publication of the standard
is expected at the end of next year,
many entities are getting ahead of the
game.

Greater scrutiny of climate risks
will also shine a light on new
opportunities
At a recent Infinz event, Orion New
Zealand shared lessons it’s learned so
far on its climate change reporting
journey.

Last August, the Canterbury-based
electricity distribution network pub-
lished Climate Change Opportunities
and Risks for Orion — a report pre-
pared in line with the TCFD’s recom-
mendations.

The report provided the first quali-
tative snapshot of Orion’s climate
change risks, but also highlighted the
greatest opportunities tomake a posi-
tive impact in its community.

A key message from the Orion
representatives speaking at the event
was that climate change reporting
must be seen as an opportunity to
identify and develop strategic
options and manage risk, rather than
a compliance-based exercise.

The introduction of a mandatory
climate-related financial disclosure
regime means that the time for busi-
nesses to put climate change on their
agenda is now.

● JimMcElwain isExecutiveDirector
of Infinz, themember-basedbody for
professionals in finance-roles and
working in the financial services eco-
system,with over 1800members
nationallywww.infinz.com.
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Growing choice of venture funds
Several factors may have contributed to a re-energised appetite from investors, writes Colin McKinnon

The ebb and
flow of the

marketplace
finds the right

level. The
competition for

quality will
increase

pressure on
fundmanagers
asmuch as it

does on
founders.

Colin McKinnon

A ccording to data from
Crunchbase, global venture
capital investment has
increased 94 per cent year-

on-year.
New Zealand investors are joining

the trend with increasing commit-
ment for New Zealand-based venture
capital funds.

The number and size of venture
funds operating in New Zealand is
increasing. The “Series A” gap in New
Zealand appears to be filling, fast.

What does this mean for company
founders and new start-ups? Will
there be enough good investment
opportunities for the new venture
funds?

For the last decade, New Zealand
private capital funds has been largely
mid-market private equity funds. Pri-
vate capital includes private equity
and venture capital.

The larger private equity funds
have built track records over success-
ive funds. There are around 20 pri-
vate equity funds that are active in
New Zealand at any time — half of
these are New Zealand funds and the
other half Australian. It is a market
segment of private capital that has
seen stability and resilience over two
decades.

Several fund managers have mul-
tiple funds with loyal institution in-
vestor following.

NZ Private Capital’s ambition is for
a similar sustainable venture fund
community including New Zealand
and international fund managers.

The aftermath of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis decimated a fledgling
venture capital industry in New Zea-
land. The industry needed to rebuild.
Fund managers like Movac and Glo-
bal from Day One continued to make
progress. But institutional investors

were generally disinterested in the
early-stage market.

The government Seed Co-invest-
ment Fund initiated in 2006 helped
catalyse an emerging angel invest-
ment community. The angels started
to build a pipeline of founders and
start-ups that were investable. Suc-
cessful founders need larger and
larger follow-on capital raisings. Gen-
erally, the angels aggregated pools of
capital to meet a need for follow-on
capital of the size and stage of invest-
ment referred to as Series-A.

Where founders could not raise
capital in New Zealand, they intro-
duced international venture firms,
many from Australia, such as Black-
bird Ventures and Airtree Ventures.

What has changed?
Several factorsmayhave contributed
to a re-energised appetite from in-
vestors for venture capital. Amongst
those factors are an increasing pool
of savings, global increase in venture
investment, low interest rates, and
oversubscribed fund raising bymajor
venture funds in New Zealand and
Australia (driven by FOMO — fear of
missing out).

Should we be excited about the
prospect of more local venture capi-
tal funds?

In 2020 the 92 investments by
venture capital funds were executed
by 24 different funds. Only three
investments involved international
funds. A possible inference is that
local venture funds are meeting the
needs of more companies.

The latest NZ Private Capital Moni-
tor reports that venture funds
invested $127.2 million in calendar
year 2020 over 92 transactions. The
previous year there had been $112.2m
invested from 46 transactions. Of the

92 transactions, 59 were in the IT and
software sector with a further 21
investments in the health/bioscience
sector.

The obvious question is, “Are there
enough founders for all the new
venture capital money.

The answer is “yes”
My conversations with early-stage

fund managers suggest that there are
more latent founders, inventors and
innovators that will be emboldened
by a greater choice of funds and
encouraged by a cohort of founder
colleagues.

Entrepreneurship is on the rise
People are selecting entrepre-
neurship early in their careers rather
than working for a large corporation.
They may sacrifice salary but have
an opportunity for substantial upside
working with an innovative team.

Youngpeople can emulate successful
founders that return to the commun-
ity.

UniServices executive director
commercialisation, Will Charles says:
“It is time to shake the tree”. The
implication being that more choice of
capital providers will encourage
more founders to give it a go.

Movac partner David Beard says
that deal flow is good, with a lot of
innovation coming from universities,
incubators and increasingly spillover
from employees of successful
ventures.

“Increasingly venture funds are co-
investing in a start-up’s first funding
round, looking to accelerate their
growth by providing expertise and
focus on fundingmilestones,” he says.
“Having a venture fund in early is also
a way of doing due diligence on the
company and generally speeds up

follow-on Series A and B rounds
where bigger cheques ($5m-$20m+)
are needed.”

The ebb and flow of the market-
place finds the right level. The com-
petition for quality will increase pres-
sure on fund managers as much as
it does on founders.

Venture funds are experienced in
attracting companies that they want
to invest in. Start-up and innovative
ideas come from several sources:
university research, garage
entrepreneurs and some simply from
the “woodwork”.

What about the angels?
The angels have carried some heavy
lifting while there were few local
Series-A venture funds. With more
capital flowing into venture, the
angels may be relieved to be able to
revert to their forte of building talent
in young founders and setting up
companies to attract larger capital
rounds to accelerate ambitions.

It may appear that venture funds
are a “new shiny thing”. Many of the
24 funds that invested in 2020 have
been around for years, with names
includingMovac, GD1, K1W1, Punakai-
ki Fund, UniServices, WNT Ventures
and Icehouse Ventures. Recently,
those funds have been able to raise
larger amounts of capital. New funds
such as Blackbird Ventures, Pacific
Channel and Finistere Ventures add
to a growing dry powder of capital
that is estimated to be more than
$500m.

It may have taken a decade to
achieve some scale in the New Zea-
land venture market.

Good things take time.

● ColinMcKinnon isExecutive
Director ofNZPrivateCapital.
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Lessons for directors fromMainzeal
Court of Appeal ruling shows directors
should err on the side of cautionwhen
trading through financial difficulties

The Court criticised the
current laws governing

insolvent trading. It
called for a review of

these laws, to ensure that
they provide a coherent
and practical regime to

protect creditors.

T hedirector community in
NewZealandwill nothave
beensurprised to see that
theMainzeal saga reached

anothermilestone—butwithout fully
resolving thekey issues. InMarch, the
CourtofAppeal confirmed liabilityof
both theexecutiveandnon-
executivedirectors, but thedirectors
havealreadyapplied toappeal the
decision to theSupremeCourt. This
means that the issues resolvedby the
CourtofAppealmaybe revisitedyet
again, leavingopen thepossibility
that thedirectorswill ultimatelybe
relievedof liability.

What was the decision?
The Court of Appeal held that the
directors breached the two core du-
ties which protect creditors from the
risks of insolvent trading, not to reck-
lessly trade and the duty in relation
to obligations, but overturned the
controversial measure of damages
for reckless trading.

It was “wishful thinking” for the
directors to continue to trade on as
usual when Mainzeal was in a very
vulnerable state. In particular, the
Court attacked the assumptions on
which the directors had relied, par-
ticularly by assuming that related
company debts were recoverable
and that assurances of support could
be counted on.

Ultimately, however, the directors
were “saved” by a finding that, despite
the reckless trading, the financial
position of the company was not
proved to have worsened and there-
fore creditors as a whole did not
suffer any loss. In this part of the case,
the directors were successful and
overturned the liquidators’ original
success. This should be of some
comfort fordirectors generally, if they
can manage to restore value to the
balance sheet when facing insol-
vency.

The Court of Appeal upheld the
Liquidator’s appeal regarding the
duty in relation to obligations. The
Court considered the manner of
trading presented such precarious
conditions that directors could not
reasonably have been able to have
any confidence that it could meet its
obligations. The company’s ability to
meet those obligations depended on
them receiving shareholder support

as and when financial difficulties
arose. It was not reasonable in the
circumstances for the directors to
believe that shareholder support
would be forthcoming.

The High Court must now recon-
sider the quantum of loss. It seems
at least possible that liability will
increase from the original award of
$36million, although how that will be
allocated among the directors re-
mains to be seen.

The Court also criticised the cur-
rent lawsgoverning insolvent trading.
It called for a review of these laws,

to ensure that they provide a coher-
ent and practical regime to protect
creditors when directors decide to
keep trading in precarious financial
circumstances. Directors equally will
consider that they should be able to
take reasonable, informed steps to
trade out of difficulty and avoid the
unsatisfactory outcome of an insol-
vent liquidation, without overwhelm-
ing concerns about liability. Directors
currently face significant financial
and reputational exposure, so clearer
guidance in this area would be
welcomed.

Lessons for directors:
Don’t make assumptions when it
comes to the company’s financial
position
Thedirectors ought tohavebeen
cautiousbeforedeciding tocontinue
to trade. In this case, theywerenot.
They failed to takeurgent corrective
action toaddress the “profoundly
unsatisfactory financial positionof the
companyand the risks this created for
current and futurecreditors”, for
example, byobtainingbetter
shareholder support. Theyshould
havegiven the shareholders an
ultimatumrequiring their support.
Properly consider the financial
position and trading strategy
Adecision to tradeon is likely to
breach the reckless tradingprovision
unless themanner inwhich the
directors choose todosohas realistic
prospectsof success.Directors cannot
simplyusenewcreditors’money to
servicedebts toexisting creditors: they
mustbeable topayanynewdebts
incurred.Anydecision to continue to
trade inaprecarious financial situation
mustbemadeafter a soberassessment
of the company’sposition. Evidenceof
financial and legal advicewill usually
benecessary todemonstratedirectors
haveproperly considered the
company’s financial position.
Formal insolvency processes
cannot be avoided when necessary
Directorsof an insolvent company
shouldnot conduct their own informal
administrationor liquidationwithout
theconsent of creditors or after
ensuringnon-consenting creditors are
paid in full. That creates the risk that
thecompany’s assets arenot
distributed inaccordancewith lawful
priorities.
Professional advice is
recommended
Oneenduring lesson fordirectors is the
complexityof significant litigationand
therefore the timeoftenneeded to
resolve liability claims incorporate
collapsesof this scale. Directors should
be looking carefully at the financial and
legal advice theyobtain, thequalityof
informationproducedwithin their
organisations, andwhether theyare
adequately insured toprotect against
the significant exposurewhichmay lie
down thepathof insolvency.
● MattKersey is apartner inRussell
McVeagh.
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Our local sustainable finance team is
here to help Kiwi businesses respond to
climate change and social issues.

Along with innovative finance solutions,
we have the expertise to help you
achieve your sustainability goals and
drive positive change.

Find out how we can help.
westpac.co.nz/sustainable-finance

Financing a
better future.
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INFINZ awards 2021

INFINZ chair Mark Edwards with Catherine Savage, who was
awarded a Distinguished Fellowship.

Fran O’Sullivan, Gavin Walker and Louise Tong were
awarded fellowships of INFINZ.

The annual Institute of Finance Professionals (INFINZ)
Awards at Auckland’s Shed 10.

The INFINZ awards were celebrated at a black tie gala. Silvana Schenone, Justine Smyth and Susan Paterson. Bernice Archer and JimMcElwain.
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